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OUTSIDE COVER.--Lake Candlewood~ shown looking north from Danbury~ is the largest body of fresh water
in Connecticut; it has a surface area of 5~420 acres and a total storage of 51~750~000~000 gallons. Located
in the towns of Brookfield~ Danbury~ New Fairfield~ New Milford~ and Sherman~ the lake was created by the
construction of a dam on Rocky River in 1928 to impound water for generating electricity. The embayed
appearance of the lake is the result of the drowning of preexisting valleys by the rising waters. Water is
stored behind the 90-foot dam from pumpage of the Housatonic River during off-peak power periods; it flows
through the generating plant to produce power during peak periods~ and then returns to the river. The lake
has over 65 miles of shorellne~ much of which is undeveloped because of steep cliffs at the water’s edge.
An important secondary use of the lake is for water-based recreation. The chemical quality of Lake Candlewood is generally good. Dissolved-sollds content of one water sample taken in August 1967 from each of 6
sites near the lakeshore averaged about 85 milligrams per liter.
Photograph courtesy of Connecticut Light and Power Co.
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SUMMARY
The upper Housatonlc River basin report area
has an abundant supply of water of generally good
quality~ which ~s derived from precipitation on the
area and streams entering the area. Annual precipitation has averaged about 46 inches over a 30year period. Of thls~ approximately 22 inches of
water is returned to the atmosphere each year by
evaporation and transpiration; the remainder
overland to streams or percolates downward to the
water table and ultimately flows out of the report
area in the Housatonlc River or in smaller streams
tributary to the Hudson River. During the autumn
and winter precipitation normally is sufficient to
cause a substantial increase in the amount of water
stored ~n surface reservoirs and in aqulfers~ whereas in the summers losses through evaporation and
transpiration result in sharply reduced streamflow
and lowered ground-water levels. Mean monthly storage of water in November is 2.8 inches more than it
is in Juna.
The amount of water that fl~s into~ through~
and out of the report area represents the total
amount potentially aval]able for use~ ignoring
reuse. Par the 30-year period 1931 through 1960~
the annual runoff from preclpitatlon has averaged
24 inches (294 billion gallons). During the same
perlod~ inflows from Massachusetts and Haw York
have averaged 220 and 64 billion gallons per year~
respect[ve|y. A total average annual runoff of
578 billion gallons is therefore available.
Although runoff Indicates the total amount of water
potentla|ly available, it is rarely feasible to use
all of it. On the other hand~ with increased development~ some water may be reused severa| times.
The water available may be tapped as it flows
through the area or is temporarily stored in streams~
lakes~ and aquifers. The amounts that can be developed differ from place to place and time to times
depending on the amount of precipitation, on the
size of drainage area~ on the thlckness~ transmlssivity~ and areal extent of aqulfers~ and on the variations in chemical and physical quality of water.
Differences in precipitation cause differences
in the amount of streamflow whereas differences in
the proportion of stratified drift affect its timing.

and hydraulic properties of aquifer% the amount
of salvageable natural discharge of 9round water~
and the quantity of water available by ~nduced
infiltration from streams and lakes, Prom data on
transmissivity~ thickness~ recharge, well performanc% and streamflow~ preliminary estin~tes of
ground-water availability can be made for most
stratlfled-drlft aquifers in the report area. Longterm yields estimated for eight areas of stratified
drift especlaily favorable for development of large
ground-water supplies ranged from 0.6 to 5 mgd
(mlilion gallons per day). Detailed site studies
are needed to verify these estimates and to determlne optimum ylelds~ drawd~.ins~ and spacing of
individual wells before major ground-water development is undertaken in these or other areas.
The chemical quality of water in the report
area is generally good; carbonate-bedrock units
exert considerable local influence on water quality. Samples of naturally occurring surface water
collected at 24 sites during low flow averaged
90 mg/l (milligrams per liter) dissolved solids
and 60 mg/l hardness. Water from wells is generally more highly mlneralized than naturally occurring water from streams. About 37 percent of the
wells sampled yielded water with more than 200 mg/l
dissolved solids and 50 percent yielded water with
more than 120 mg/l hardness. These concentrations
reflect the high degree of mineralization of ground
water in carbonate bedrock and unconsolidated
deposits derived from this bedrock. The larger
streams~ which transport varying amounts of industrlal and domestic effluents~ averaged about |50
mg/] dissolved solids and 90 mg/l hardness.
Iron and manganese concentrations in both
ground water and surface water at some places exceed
race,ended limits for domestic and industrial use.
Most wells in the report area yield water with little
or no iron or manganese. In certain localities h~vever~ the probability is high of encountering water
with excessive concentrations of these constituents.
Schist% especially the unit in the northwestern
corner of the basin, are the likely sources of water
with excessive iron and manganese.

Water can be obtained from wells almost anywhere in the area~ but the amount obtainable at any
particular point depends upon the type and waterbearing properties of the aquifers tapped.

Iron concentrations in naturally occurring
stream water exceed 0.3 m9/l under 1~,~-flow conditions at 29 percent of the sites sampled. These
excessive concentrations result from discharge of
iron-bearing water from aquifers or from swamps
where iron is released from decaying vegetation.

Stratified-drift aquifers are the only ones
generally capable of yielding more than 100 gpm
(gallons per minute) to individual wells. Drilled~
screened wells tapping this unit yield from 17 to
I~400 gpm~ with a median yield of 200 gpm.

Water temperature in the larger streams ranges
from O°C (degrees Celsius) to about 28°C. Ground
water between 30 feet and 200 feet below the land
surface has a relatively constant temperature~
usually between 8°C and ll°C.

Till and bedrock are widespread but generally
provide only small supplies of water. Till is tapped in a few places by dug weils~ which can yield
small supplies of only a few hundred gallons per
day throughout all or most of the year. Bedrock is
the chief aquifer for privately ~vned domestic and
rural supplies; it is tapped by drilled wells~ about
90 percent of which will supply at least 2 gpm.
Only l of lO bedrock well% ha~ever~ will supply
more than 30 9pm.
The amount of ground water potentially available in the report area depends upon the thickness

Vll

The quantity of suspended sediment transported
by streams under natural conditions is negligible, ’
Even in streams affected by man) turbidity is rarely a problem,
The total amount of ~ter used in the report
area for all purposes during 1967 was about 6~360
million gallons~ or 140 gpd per person, Public
supplies furnished the domestic needs of nearly
half the population of the area, All of the 14
public supplies sampled provided water that meets
the drinking water standards of the U,S. Public
Health Service.
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WATER RESOURCES INVENTORY OF CONNECTICUT
Connecticut~ in common with many other Statess
has experienced a rapid increase in population over
the past few decades~ accompanied by industrial
expansions changes in agricultural technology~ and
a rising level in the standard of living. All of
these changes have contributed to a steadily rising
demand for water that is expected to continue into
the foreseeable future. Although an ample supply
of water reaches Connecticut each year~ the amount
and quality of water vary from place to place~ from
season to season~ a~d from year to year. Therefore~
as the need for water increase% so does the need
for accurate information and careful planning to
obtain the optimum use of existing sources and to

studies to determine the quantity and quality of
water that Is available at any location in the
State. For these studies the State has been subdivided into I0 areas. (See map inside front
cover.) Reports on the hydrology of these areas
are designed for State and rag{anal planners~ town
offlcials~ water-utility personnel~ consulting
hydrologist% well dr{llers~ and others concerned
with the development~ management~ use~ and conservation of water resources.

Accordfngly~ in 1959 the General Assembly~ on
recommendation of the Water Resources Commission~
authorized a "water resources inventory" of C~3nnectlcut. Under this authorization~ and under supplemental authorizations by the General Assembly~ the
U.S. Geological Survey has undertaken a series of

The Housatonlc River basin was subdivided into
two study areas; this report on the UHRBA (upper
HousatonIc River basin area) Is the sixth interpretative report prepared under the water resources
inventory program. A companlon basic data report
on the UHRBA has been published (Melvin) 1970).

These studies began in 1961 in cooperation wlth
the Water Resources Commission and continued in 1971
in cooperation with the Department of Environmental
Protection.

HOUSATONIC RIVER BASIN
The Shepaug Dam in Southbury and Hewtown marks
the downstream point of the Housatonic River basin
for this report, The basin above Shepau9 Dam drains
a total area of Is392 square mile% of which 497
square miles are in Massachusetts and 217 square
miles are in Hew York. This report deals with the
remaining 678 square miles of the basin in Connecticut above Shepaug Dam and a small part (22 square
miles) of Hudson River basin drainage at the southwest corner of the report area--a total of 700
square miles. The location of the area discussed
in this report is sh~qn on the map inside the front
cover. Although this report is chiefly concerned

wlth the Connecticut part of the upper Housatonic
River basin> enough data were collected in ~ssachusetts and New York to define the quantity and quality of water entering Connecticut,
Other reports on the water resources of the
Housatonlc River basin include a study of the basin
above the Massachusetts-Connecticut boundary
(Norvitch and others) 1968) and a study of the lower
Housatonic River basln) extending from Shepaug Dam
to Long island Sound (Wilson and other% written
communication).
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GUIDE FOR USE OF THIS REPORT
Water supplies may be obtained from streams
and lakes or from aquifers. Although water from
these sources is clfsely interrelated~ the methods
used for estimating the amount potentially available
from each source and the techniques of development
of each are different; therefore~ streams and lakes
(surface water) and aquifers (ground v~ter) are discussed in separate sections of this report.
The reader primarily interested fn determining
the availability of surface water at any site can
start with plate D~ which summarizes the amount of
water available. This map shivs the distribution
of lakes and ponds having water in usable storage
and indicates the amount of such storage. It also
shows for all streams except the smallest ones~ the
flow that wll] be equaled or exceeded 90 percent of
the time.
Additional streamfl~v information in the text
includes tables and graphs showing flow duratlon~
low-flow frequency and duration~ flood peaks~
frequency of floods~ storage required to maintain
various fl~vs~ and chemical quality of water at
specific locations. A method that can be used to
estimate flow durat~on~ l~-flow frequency~ and
storage required at any point along any stream in
the area is also described based on the relation-

ship betv~en surficial geology and runoff. Quality
of surface water is discussed in the text in the
section "Quality of water in streams and lakes,"
The reader prlmarily ~nterested In the availability of ground water can start with the gaDhydrologic map~ plate D~ which delineates the
prlnc[pal water-bearing units and the saturated
thickness and transm~ssivity of stratified drift.
The range in yields to be expected from individual
wells in other water-bearlng units is also shown.
Additional information on the availability of
ground water is shown on plate D~ which delineates
stratified-drift aquifers that are especially
favorable for the development of water supplies
and indicates the amounts of ground water potentially available. The methods used to estimate the
yields of the aquifers shown on plate D are described in the section "Large ~ter supplies from
stratlfled-drift aquifers." Quality of ground
water is discussed in the text in the section so
Abbreviations used in this report and some convenient equivalents are presented at the end of the
report. Technical terms are defined in a glossary
also at the end of the report,

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
The hydrologic cycle is the continual movement
of water between the oceans~ the atmospher% end
the land masses of the earth, It can be considered
to begin when water vapor in the atmosphere condenses
to form clouds from which rain or snow falls onto
the land surface. Part of this water fl~vs across
the land surface to collect in streams and ]akes~
and part seeps into the ground. Much of the water
that collects on the land surface or seeps into the
ground is soon evaporated or is taken up by plants
and returned to the-atmosphere by a process known
as transpiration. Some water~ however~ moves underground through permeable soils and rocks t~vard
nearby streams~ into which it discharges. Part of
the water that reaches the streams~ lakes~ and
eventually the ocean~ is also evaporated to complete
the cycle.
As water moves through the hydrologic cycI%
]arge amounts are stored temporarl]y in the atmos-

phere as vapor~ on the land surface tn streams and
other bodies of water~ and beneath the land surface
as ground water. None of these amounts isconstant
in any given Iocality~ as the water is continually
moving from place to place. While moving~ its
physlcal~ chemlcai~ and biological properties are
also constantly changing. The properties and
their changes in the upper Housatonic River basin
are described in more detail in the followln9
paragraphs.

THE WATER BUDGET
The hydrologic system in a drainage basin can
be expressed by a water budget~ which, llke a fiscal budget~ lists receipts~ disbursements~ and
water on hand, The receipts of water in the upper
Nousatonlc River basin consist of precipitation on
the area~ inflow from the Housatonic and Tenmile
Rivers~ and infl~,v from many smaller streams

Figure l.--Averaqe annua] water budqet for the
upper Housatonic River basin, in billion
Ions per year (bqy)~ water years 1931-60.

Figure 2.--Monthly precipitation on the upper
Housatonic River basin~ water years I~I-60.
Figure 2~ which includes data from table l,
shows that average monthly precipitation on the
report area is relatively uniform, ranging from
2.68 inches in February to 4.33 inches in July;
the average is 3.80 inches per month. Minimum
monthly precipitation Is also relatively uniform~
but maximum monthly varies widely. Extremes range
from 0.65 inches (January 1955) to 16.94 inches
(August 1955).

STREAMPLOW AND UNDERFLOW
INTO THE REPORT AREA
Precipitation is the only natural source of
water for all stream basins included entirely within the report area. However~ a substantial resource
is streamflow entering at many points from Massachusetts and New York. The net average annual Inflow
from Massachusetts is about 220 billion gallons per
year (bgy) and that from New York is about 64 bgy.
entering the area from Massachusetts and New York.
Disbursements consist of both direct runoff and
ground-water runoffj evapotranspiratlonj and diversion of water from the report area. The amount of
water on hand--stored within the basln--changes
continuously in response to the changing rates at
which water enters and leaves the basin. The
approximate amounts of water involved in each of
the major components of the water budget in an
average year are shown in figure I. Although the
amounts vary from year to year~ the water budget
always balances--the disbursements equal the
reeeipts~ taking into account changes in storage.

SOURCES OF WATER
PRECIPITATION

The average monthly and average annual precipitation on the r~port area for the reference period
October 1930 to September 1960~ as computed from
records at four long-term weather statlons~ are
given in table ~. The data are weighted in proportion to the area within the basin represented by
each station. A significant amount of water available for use in the report area results from precipitation on parts of the Housatonlc River basin
in Massachusetts and New York. Ac¢ordingly~ table
~ also includes the average monthly and average
annual amounts for the entire Housatonic River basin
upstream from Shepaug Dam.

some streamflow originates in the report area~
leaves the State~ and then flows back in again.
This streamflow might be used consumptively before
it leaves the area~ or before it returns~ and thus
would not be available as inflow. The infio~/outflow pattern of streamflow is detailed on figure
I.
A negligible amount of underflow enters the
report area through fine-gralned sediments at the
Massachusetts State llne~ where the hydraulic
gradient is slight (Norvitch and others~ 1968).

LOSSES OF WATER
RUNOFF
Runoff fr~n the Housatonic River basin has been
measured since 1928 at a stream-gaglng station at
Stevenson~ II miles d~qnstreanl from Shepau9 Dam.
Runoff records presenting I~545 square miles of the
basin above this point have been adjusted to represent runoff from the I~392 square miles of the basin
above Shepaug Dam. Runoff has also been measured
in the Housatonic River at Falls Village since 1912
and in the Tenmile River near Gaylordsville since
1929. Net average monthly and average annual values
for the base period~ October 1930 to September 1960~
for the report area only and for the entire basin
above Shepaug Dam are given in table I.

the average annual precipitation of 45.61 inches
minus the average annual runoff of 23,99 inches~
or 21.62 inches.

AUG ISEPT

Figure 3.--Monthly runoff from the upper Housatonic
River basin~ water years ~931-60.
Figure 3 shows that average monthly runoff
follows a marked seasonal cycl% being much I~ver
in August or September (0,83 inch) than in AprlI
(4.03 inches), Hinimum monthly values I~kewise
indicate a seasonal cycle, This seasonal cycle
reflects a combination of causes~ among which are
increased loss of water by evaporation and transpiration during the summer months; ice and snow
stored on the land surface during the winter and
meltin9 in March and April; and a higher water
table in the spring~ resulting in greater groundwater discharge. Maximum monthly runoff~ like
maximum monthly precipitatlon~ varies widely but
shows a less well-defined seasonal cycle because
large floods can occur in any month,(See page 22,)

The rate of evapotranspiratlon differs from
month to month largely in response to changes in
air temperature and duration of daylight (Thornthwaite~ 19~2~ p. 382). Thu% it is greatest during the growing season~ April through October~
when the temperature is highest and the days are
longest. These major factors repeat themselves
with little change year after year~ and the annual
evapotranspiration and its distribution are relatively constant for a given locality. The annual
evapotranspiration in the report area is known from
the long-term relationship of precipitation and
runoff discussed in the preceding paragraph; accordingly its potential average monthly distribution
during 1930-60 may be computed by a method similar
to that of Thornthwaite and Mather (1957). (See
fig. 4.)

STREAMFLOW,UNDERFLOW,AND
DIVERSION OUT OF THE REPORT AREA
The average annual streamflow leaving the
report area at Shepau9 Dam (outlet of Lake Lillinonah) is about 568 billion gallons, An additional
average annual streemf]~v of about £ bill{on gallons leaves at the southwest corner and flo~s to
the Hudson River in Ne~ York, A detailed dep{ction of the streamflow pattern is shown on figure
l, in comparison with average annual streamf]ow at
Shepaug Danb underflow is negligible.
Water is diverted out of the report area from
the Shepaug River basin for the municipal supply of
the city of Waterbury. Long-term records indicate
that thls diversion averages about l bgy. A negligible amount of water is also diverted by the
Ridgefield Water Supply Company and by the Newtown
Water Company.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
A substantial part of the rain and sn~v that
falls on the upper Housatonic River basin is returned
to the atmosphere by evaporation and transpiration.
The combination--evapotranspfration--is difficult
to measure directly or to estimate and {s computed
as a remainder after all other gains and losses are
measured or estimated, If long-term storage remained substantially the same (an assumption supported by evidence from reservoir levels and groundwater levels), the average annual evapotranspiration
during October 1930 to September 1960 is equal to

Figure 4.--Honthly evapotranspiration for the upper
Housatonic River basin~ water years 1931-60.

SUMMARY OF THE WATER BUDGET
An average water budget for the report area,
illustrating the factors of the budget as derived
by the methods previously described~ is shown on
figure 5 and tabulated {n table 2, Precipitation
during the late autumn and winter months is sufficit to cause a substantial increase in storage
and to produce abundant runoff, Precipitation in
the late spring and summer months is generally not
adequate to supply the large evapotranspiration
losses, This results in sharply reduced runoff
and a decrease in storage, Storage Iv{thln the
report area may thereby change in lakes and stream
channel% in aquifers, in soil mo{sture~ or in combinations of these,

Precipitation read to top of bar

z

QUALITY OF PRECIPITATION

Fiqure 5,--Average monthly water budget for the
upper Housatonic River basin, water years
1_931-60.

WATER QUALITY IN
THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
As water travels around the hydrologic cycle,
its quality changes, These changes are closely
related to the hydrologic cycle, ands in a given
area~ the nature] quallty is generally characteristic of that phase in which the water is found.
Water that is evaporated from the surface of the
land or the ocean~ or that is transpired from
plants~ is in vapor form and is relatively "pure"
(free from dissolved materials). When the vapor
condenses to a liquid it begins to dissolve the
materials with which it comes in contact. Dust,
salt spray, and atmospheric gasses (largely natural
materials), together with soot and unburned hydrocarbons (largely materials resulting from man’s
actlvities)~ modify the quality of the precipitation. As precipitation reaches the land surface~
it continues to dissolve materials and to change
in quality. Composition of rock material is the
major factor controlling the amount of dissolved
solids water will contain. Water in aquifers composed of relatively nonsoluble material (such as
quartz sand) will be l~q in dissolved sollds~
whereas water in aquifers composed of more soluble
material (such as carbonate bedrock) will be higher
in dissolved solids. Surface waters, which represent an integration of direct runoff and groundwater runoff~ generally have dissolved-solids
levels that range between the values normal to the
ground water and the values normal to precipitation.
The quality aspects of the hydrologic cycle typical
to the upper Housatonlc River basin are sh~.#n on
figure 6. The changes to this system that are
brought about by man’s activities are shown on
figure 7.

As precipitation contains dissolved matter~
it establishes an initial level of dissolved
solids and gasses from the waters of the area. A
kn~,lledge of the types and amounts of chemical
constituents typical to this precipitation is
therefore a key element in the initial evaluation
of the chemical quality of the water of the basin.
The type and amount of chemical matter carried
by precipitation is determined by natural processes
and the activities of man. Atmospheric dust~ salt
spray~ industrial wastes, the effluent from homeheating systems~ unburned hydrocarbons~ pesticldes~
agricultural chemicals and other agents provide
chemical constituents, which precipitation dissolves
and removes from the atmosphere.
The quality of water from an individual storm
may differ greatly from that of another storm, and
the amount of dissolved material carried by initial
precipitation may be greater than that carried by
later precipitation. Areal and temporal variations
in precipitation quality indicate that analysis of
long-term, baslnwlde data holds greater significance
than analysis of single-storm data.
Precipitation samples were collected at four
sites in the basin during April - November 1967~
as sh~,m on figure 8. For each station~ a composite
sample containing all the precipitation and all the
dry fallout for the month was analyzed, and the
values sh~.~n on figure 8 represent material from
both sources. The monthly composite analysis was
weighted to the monthly precipitation total for
each chemlca| parameter.
The results of the analyses for Norfolk, Bulls
Bridge~ New Milford and Danbury are summ~rlzed in
table 3 and show a general southward increase in
the quantity of materials carried by precipitation.
This increase is primarily due to storms from the
southwest~ which carry airborne effluents northeastward from the New York metropolitan area and the
l~ver Hudson River valley.
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Figure 8.--Chemical quality of precipitation and dry fallout in the upper Housatonic River basin.

Atmospheric water w~11 absorb carbon dioxide
until equilibrium is reached at a pH of 5.7
(Barrett and Brodin~ 1955j p. 252). A pH of 5.7
~s regarded as the neutral point with respect to
acidity of atmospheric water solutions rather than
a pH of 7.0 for water solutions at the earth’s
surface. Table 3 sh~s that the range in pH and
the median value of pH are similar for the four
sample sites in the basin. The median pH at each
of the s~tes is below 5.7j which indicates acidic
conditions. The general acidity is ascribed to
the reaction between sulfur dioxide and water.
Most of the atmospheric sulfur dioxide in the basin
originates in urban areas to the south and west.
Most of the precipitation is of predominantly
continental origin~ as indicated by the ratio of
calcium to chloride in table 3. A calcium chloride
(Ca/Cl) ratio of less than I indicates an oceanic
rather than continental influence. Of a total of
30 composite monthly samples~ only one showed a
Ca/CI ratio below I. Th~s composite sample was
collected at the end of October 1967 at Danbury
after a coastal storm from the 25th through the
27th of the month produced 2.12 inches of precipitation at the Danbury gage.
Although the amount of material carried into
the basin by a single storm is small~ the cumulative effect is substantial. During the 8-month
sampling period~ the total amount of precipitationborne material that reached land surface in the
basin was about 31~000 tons. The amount of calclum~
sodlumj sulfate, and chloride that entered the
basin during thls 8-month period are shown on
figure 8.

QUALITY OF RUNOFF
The quality of natural runoff for a specific
location and storm is determined by the quallty of
the incoming precipitation~ the type of earth
materials~ and the length of time the runoff is in
contact with surface and subsurface materials.
Because of the tlme-quaiity relationship~ direct
runoff is not as mineralized as ground-water runoff
and has a dlssolved-solids content approaching that

of rain water. Streamflow represents an integration
of direct and ground-water runoff and as a consequence
carries a dissolved-solids load proportional to the
relative contributions of each of any g~ven time.
During periods of high flow~ when snov~elt and
spring rains combine to produce h~gh water conditions,
most of the water in a stream channel is direct runoffj and the dissolved-solids content of such water
is relatively low. During periods of low flow~ as
in late summer and early fall~ most if not all the
~,~ter in a stream channel is ground-water runoff
and the dissolved-solids content is relatively high.
Dissolved-solids content and pR of 55 samples
from 24 natural st reams ~n the basin are summarized
in the foll~v~ng table for periods of high and low
flow:
Sampling
conditions

Dissolved sol~ds~ mg/I
Median
Range

pH
Median
Range

High flow

56

24 - 105

6.7

6.0 - 7.5

Low flow

91

20 - 221

7.5

6.6 - 7.9

The l~,t median value for dissolved solids and
the slightly acidic median pH value shown for h~gh
fl~v show the influence of abundant precipitation
and direct runoff on high flows.
Whereas the concentration of dissolved minerals
may decrease during periods of high f]ow~ the turbidity and sediment load commonly increase. When
flm,ts are hlgh~ stream volume and velocity increase~
facilitating transport of larger amounts and larger
sizes of particles. Data in table on page 37 show
that median turbidity values of natural streams
increased from O18 mg/l at low flow to 4 mg/l at
high fl~,t.
Erosion is not a n~jor problem in the upper
Housaton}c River basin~ and sediment loads are
generally ~ns~gnificant. The basin remains largely
ruraI~ and its extensive vegetation provides protect{ve cover except where it is disturbed by h}ghway construction or other large earth-moving activ{-

Figure 9.--Length of continuous streamflow records at gaging stations in the upper Housatonlc River basin.
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WATER IN STREAMS AND LAKES
The upper Housatonic River basin is drained by
many large and small streams extending into all
parts of the basin. The complete stream system is
shown in blue on the plates in the back pocket.

from 40 stream-gaging stations throughout Connecticut were used to define average streamflow isopleths for the State; 12 of those gaging stations
are in or immediately adjacent to the report area.

The amount of streamf|ow varies from day to
days season to season~ and year to year. Records
of streamflo~v at 17 gaging stations within the
basin are available for periods ranging from l
year to 55 years (fig. 9). In additlon~ discontinuous or partial records of streamflow were
obtained at many other sites within the basin during May 1966 to September 1967. All records for
1966-67 are glven together with the long-term
records in annual publications titled "Water
Resources Data for Connecticut." Continuous records
through 1965 are published in a series of U.S.
Geological Survey Water-Supply Papers titled
"Surface Water Supply of the United States." These
reports are listed by number in the companion basicdata report (Melvln~ |970~ p. 33). ll~e locations
of all stream-gaging stations are shown on plate A.

Whereas the amount of streamflow under natural
conditions differs with the amount of precipitation~
the time dlstr~bution of streamflow (flay duration)
depends on the surflcial geology of the area,
M, P, Thomas (1966) developed a relatfonship that
appl[es for most of Connecticut between flow duration and the proportion of a drainage area underlain by stratified drift. This relationship for
the upper Housatonlc River basin is shown on figure
18. The curves on figure 18 are based upon records
from 26 gaging stations and apply to that part of
the report area south of the Housatonlc River
designated "A" on figure 17. For that part of the
area designated "B" on figure 17~ another family
of curves is shown on figure 18~ which is based
upon records from 8 gaging stations {n the physiographic region known as the "Litchfield Hills."
These latter curves are much steeper in the upper
ranges than the area ’IA" curves~ probably reflecting more rapid direct runoff from the more rugged
terrain in the "B" area.

The variations in streamflow at gag[n9 stations
in the basin are summarized in this report by means
of standardized graphs and tables. To facilitate
comparison between graphs for different streams, the
data for each stream have been adjusted to a 30-year
reference period beginning in April or October 1930.
Accordingly~ the analyses~ interpretations, and
predictions with respect to streamflow are based on
this 30-year reference period (Searcy~ 1959). The
fl~v in this reference period represents the lon9term flow of the streams~ the graphs or tables
summarizing streamfl~,~ may be used to estimate the
amount of streamflow at the measurement sites in the
futures as long as the pattern of regulation of storage or d~vers~on of water into or out of the basin
remains unchanged.
The water-supply potential of streams is determined by the length of time indicated flows are
available (duration of daily flows) and by the
frequency with which l~v flows recur (frequency distr{butlon of annual low flows). Duration of daily
flows is given on figures |0 through 16; magnitude
and frequency of annual low fl~,ls are given in table
4 and on f~gure 19. Because streamflow varies from
place to place along each stream as well as from
time to t[mej methods are described in the following
sections for determining these streamflow parameters
at any unmeasured point along any unregulated stream
in the basin.

VARIATIONS IN STREA! IFLOW
Areal differences in annual precipitation cause
substantial differences in amounts of streamflow
from place to place within the basin. Average
streamflow per square mile of drainage area increases
considerably from west to east across the basin~
being lowest in the northwest corner and highest in
the east-central par% as shown by the isopleths on
figure 17. The isopleths express the ratio of
average flow anywhere ~n the basin to the approximate Statewide average f~ow of 1.16 mgd per square
m~le (1.80 cfs per square mile). Long-term records
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In general streamflow from areas having large
proportions of stratified drift is more evenly
distributed with time than streamflow from areas
mantled largely by till. Thls reflects the greater
infiltration and storage capacity of stratified
drift compared with that of till; the relatively
large amount of ground water stored in stratified
drift is available for sustained release during
dry weather.
Statistical analysis of the data for both
sets of curves produced the following standard
errors of estimate:

Large standard errors are restricted to small discharges and may be acceptab|e for practical purposes,
If large errors are not acceptable for estimating
low flows~ a low-flow discharge measurement can be
made at a specific slte of interest and can be
correlated with a record from a nearby slte where
the flow-duration relationship is kn(xvn.
The flow-duratlon curves shorn on figure 18~
together with the isopleths on figure 17s may be
used to estimate flow duration at any unmeasured
site {n the report area~ as indicated by the
following example, Assume that flow-duratlon
characteristics are needed for a site on the
Hollenbeck River directly dovmstream from Brown
Brook at Lower Clty. On plate B~ the site lies
north of the Housatonlc River and thus belongs in
area "B". On the plate~ the drainage area above
the site is measured to be 16.3 square miles~ and
that part of the drainage area underlain by stratified drift is measured to be 1.68 square miles.
Thu% wlth I0.3 percent of the area underlain by
stratified drift~ the flow-duratlon curve for th{s
basin is the product of the ordinates of the curve

Figure lO.--Duration of daily mean streamflow of the
Blackberry River at Canaan.

Figure ll.--Duration of daily mean streamflow of the
Housatonic River at Falls Village.

Figure 12,--Duration of doily mean streamflow of
the Tenmile River near Gaylordsville.

Figure 13.--Duratlon of daily mean streamflo~ of
the Housatonic River at ~aylordsviIIe.

Fiqure 15.--Duration of daily mean streamflow of
the Shepau~ River near Roxbury, Unadiusted for
requlation by and diversion from Cairns and
Shepau~ Reservoirs,

Fiqure ]4.--Duration of daily mean streamflow of
the Still River near Lanesville.
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FiRure i6.--Ranqe in duration of streamflow in the
upper Housatonic River basin, water years
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Figure 17.--Areal distribution of mean annual streamflmv ~n th~
upper Housatoni¢ River bas~n~ ~,tater years
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interpolated on figure 18 for this percentage of
stratifled dr~ft multiplied by the drainage area of
16,3 square miles, However~ f~gure 17 shows that
the average streamflow in this basin is 4 percent
less than 1,16 mgd per square mile~ so the ordinate
must be reduced by the factor 0,96, The resulting
flow-duration table is:

it is clear that~ for percents of time from 90 to
99,9 (1o~,~ flows)~ standard errors of estimate may
be large in terms of percentage) as previously
indicated, but are small in terms of discharge.
Once the average fl~q-duratlon curve for any
ungaged site ~s determ~ned~ the probable maximum
and minimum limits of duration in a s~ngle year may
be estimated by using the curves on figure 16) which
are based upon records from six long-term gaging
stations in the basin. To illustrate: in the above
example) a flow of 4.2 mgd was equaled or exceeded
50 percent of the t~me on an average. According to
figure 16j this same fl~v was also equaled or
exceeded 25 percent of the time during the driest
year and 77 percent of the t~me during the wettest
year during October 1930 to September 1960.

percentages of time. In planning the development
and management of water resources) it may also be
necessary to know how often specified streamflows
are expected to recur and h~v long they are expected
to last. Recurrence intervals of annual lo~.~est mean
flows for selected periods of consecutive days at
long-term continuous-record gaging stations in the
upper Housatonlc River basin are given in table 4;
frequency of high flows is discussed in a later
sectlon. Tables similar to table 4 can be constructed from flow-duration data for unmeasured
sites that have been estimated from figures 17 and
18 by use of table ~. To illustrate: the average
30-consecutlve-day low flow that could be expected
to recur on the average once every 2 years, according to table 5j is the fl~ equaled or exceeded 90
percent of the time. Using the example for estimating
flow duration at an unmeasured site on page ll~ the
90-percent flow in the fl~.~-duration table is 1.6
mgd (subject to a standard error of estimate of 0.4
mgd). Flows for other consecutive-day periods and
other recurrence intervals can be determined in a
similar manner.
Lm.~-flow-frequency data also may be presented
in graphs, as illustrated on f~gure 19~ but the use
of data from table 4 for the stream-gaglng station
on the Still R~ver near Lanesville.
Connecticut Water Resources Commission (1970)
listed water-quality standards for interstate and
intrastate waters to implement pollutlon-control
studies based on Publ~c Act 57. It recommends that
these standards apply to minimum average da~ly
streamflow for 7 consecutive days with a ]O-year
recurrence interval. For unmeasured sites in the

FREQUENCY AND DURATION
OF LOW FLOWS

The lower part of flow-duration curves such as
those shown on figures 10-15 and 18 ~ndicate the
minimum amounts of streamflow available for certain
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Figure 19.--Recurrence intervals of low flows of
the Still River near Lanesville (drainage area~
67.8 square miles).

report area~ this would be equivalent to the flow
equaled or exceeded 99.2 percent of the time.
The lowest daily flows of record during the
reference per~od April 1930 to March 1960 that
were not exceeded during periods of 7, 19, 30, 60~
and 120 consecutive days at long-term gaging stations
in the basin are g~ven in table 6. Records after
the reference period indicate that flows during Iowfl~q periods in 1964 and 1965 at some of the longterm stations were lower than those listed in table
6 but not appreciably lower.
For any unmeasured site on an ~nregulated
stream~ the l~vest daily flow not exceeded for
periods of 7~ 3o, 60~ and 120 consecutive days may
be approximated by multiplying the lowest ~nnual
mean flow for any period having a 31-year recurrence
interval by 1.1, 1.4, 1.7~ and~.3, respectlvely.
These factors ape average ratios de~ved from longterm records at five gaging stat’ions in the basin.

The volume of usable storage in lakes~ ponds~ and
reservoirs is shown in table 7 and on plate D;
additlonal information on the public-supply reservoirs is g~ven ~n table 24.
More than half the lakes, ponds~ and reservoirs listed in table 7 have usable storage; that
is~ sable or all of their water may be withdrawn by
gravity through a valve or gate. Table 8 lists
the maximum safe draft rates obtainable from most
of these surface-water bodies ~f refilling by
natural runoff is to be accomplished w~thin each
year of the reference period. Maximum draft rates
are given for the driest year and for the median
year of the reference period. Note that the draft
is based on 24-hour per day use, and rates may be
correspondingly increased for shorter daily periods.

ESTIMATING THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE NEEDED
If the minimum fl~ of a stream is insufficient
to supply a projected rate of use~ it may be possible to dam it and release water as needed to maintain the desired flow. If the frequency with which
different amounts of storage would be required is
known, then the cost of providing the storage may
be balanced against the loss caused by insufficient
supply. Table 9 shows the frequency with which
various amounts of storage would have been required

STORAGE OF WATER
LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

Lakes~ ponds, and reservoirs abound in the
upper Nousatonlc River basin. Table 7 presents
the salient features of the most important ones.

Table 6,--L~-iest daily flows not exceeded during periods ranging from 7 to !20 consecutive days
ac long-term stream-sagin0 stations in the upper Housatonic River basin

Year

(P]. A)
1985

Blackberry River at
Canaan

2.8

1957

3.5

1957

7.2

1957

16

1957

22

1957

1990
2000

Falls Village

0

Tenmile River near
Gaylordsville

N

1957

158

1953

194

1953

300

1949 & 408
1957

1957

1957

II

1957

15

1957

22

1957

30

1957

189

1953

211

1953

294

1953

394

1957

481

1957

13

1932

17

1941 a 22
1948

1948

31

1935

55

1949

1949

19

1948

31

1949

121
9,0

2005
Gaylordsville

2OI5

Still River near
Lanesville

0

2030
Roxbury

R

6.2

1989 & 7,5

17

1957

II
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Table 8.--Maximum safe draft rates (regulated flows) from principal lakes~ ponds, and reservoirs in the
upper Housatonlc River basln based on the reference period April 1930 to March |960

Index
no.

(P]. A)

I

Name and location

area
I Dralnage
(sq ~i)

Drainage bas~.

Usable
storage

(mq)

Maxlmum saie draft rate
Median year
Driest year
(cfs) I (mgd)
(mHd)

(cFs) I

1982.35

Wood Creek Pond near Norfolk

Wood Creek

1.81

197

~I0.69

310.45

~/2.2

~/1.4

1990.2

Riga Lake near Sallsbury

Wachocastinook Creek

2.47

292

~/ .78

~/ .50

~/2.5

~/I,6

1990.24

South Pond (Mount Riga Lake)
near Salisbury

Wachocastinook Creek

3.47

342

~/l,l

~/ .71

~/3.5

~/2.3

Wononskopomuc Lake at

Factory Brook

2.~4

320

~/ .83

~/ .54

~/2.6

~/1.7

2010.49

Lake Waramaug at New
Preston

East Aspetuck River

9.6

6.2

2014.3

East Lake Reservoir near

East Lake Brook

~/2.2

~/1.4

5.1

3.3

14.3

4~0

4.8

3.1

1.44

324

6.34

25~

2.9

1.9

~/4.1

~/2.6

~/ .77

~/ .50

2014,4
near New FairField

Padar~ram Brook

Danbury

Kohanza Brook

2014.5
2018.5
2019.09

Tyler Lake at West ~oshen

West Sid~ Pond Brook

2019.99

Cairns (Upper Shepaug)
Res~rvolr near Woodville

Shepaug River

lO.l

2~693

Bantam Lake at Bantam

Bantam River

29.6

1,825

~/17

a/ll

33

21

2035

Lake Lillinoah near Newtown

Mousatonic River

13~135

520

340

860

560

3747.8

M~manasco Lake near Ridgefield

Unnamed tributary to

~/ .46

~/ .30

~/13

~/8.4

2020

I~392
.79

71

l.l

All of the usable storage cannot be used if it is to be completely replenished in one year.
Excludes area above and flow from Cairns Reservoir. If Cairns and Shepaug Reservoirs are used in ¢ombinatlo%
the maximum safe draft equals the sum of the draft rates from both reservoirs.
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.71

to maintain selected rates of regulated fl~.v for
five long-term continuous-record gaging stations
in the upper Housatonic River basin during the
reference period, Values required for a recurrence interval of 2 years represent medlan con-

FLOODS
HISTORY
Floods may occur in the upper Housatonlc River
basin in any season of the year. Spring floods are
common and are sometimes accompanied by destruction
from moving ice. Floods in late summer and fall
are usually the result of hurricanes or other storms
moving northeastward along the Atlantic coast.
Winter floods result from occasional thaws~ particularly in years of heavy sn~vfa]l.

percentage of the area underlain by strat[fied drift

would not have been replaced every year. The
based on low-fl~,~ frequency relationships for each
Amounts of storage requlred to maintain various
rates of regulated fl~,l on streams previously
unaffected by regulatlon are presented in table lO
for unmeasured sites in area ’~’] and in table II
for unmeasured sites {n area "B". (For areas, see
fig. 17.) The data are related to various percentages of area underlaln by stratified drift; interpo]ations between percentages n~y be made. Storage
used to provide regulated flow would be replaced
within l year except for underlined values: these
represent storage required to maintain relatively
large regulated flays in dry years and, hence~
would not be completely replaced during such dry
years. Tables lO and II are based upon an average
streamflow of 1.16 mgd per square mile and~ as
previously indicated~ must be adjusted to the average streamf]ow at that site by multiplying by an
appropriate ratio detemined from figure 17.
The storage-requlred values in tables
and 11 are smaller than the values actually
required because they include a bias of about ]0
percent~ which results from the use of the
frequency-mass carve; moreover~ losses due to
evaporation and seepage from the reservoir are not
included. These values are sufficlent]y eccuret%
h~vever~ for reconnaissance planning and for selection of a proposed site. Furthenmor% draft rates
assume continuous use and may be correspondingly
increased for daily per{ads shorter than 24 hours,

Since 1693, there have been at least 26 major
floods in the basin. General descriptive information concerning major floods through 1955~ extracted
from newspaper accounts and other public and private
records~ is published in U.S. Geological Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1779-M (Thomson and other% 1964).
Records of major floods from gaging stations
are summarized in table 12. Floods of moderate
magnitude occurred in March 1936 during the spring
thaw, At a time of an unusually high accumulation
of sn~v on the ground two heavy rainstorms in close
succession triggered the floods, Destruction was
aggravated during the first stor~ on March 12~ by
the break up of thick ice on the Housatonfc. Flooding caused by this storm was greater in the lower
part of the basin. The second star% on March 18~
caused greater flooding in the upper part of the
basin, In September 1938~ heavy rain associated
wlth a hurricane produced severe flooding in the
basin. Rain began as light showers during the
afternoon of September 17 and continued with little
interruption and ~ncreasing intensity until the
late afternoon of September 2], Preclpftatlon on
the upper Housatonfc River basln~ fortunately~ was
not as great as on most other basins in Connecticut;
however~ the concentration of rainfall was sufficient
to cause record-breaklng stages and flmvs throughout the basin, The "New Year’s Flood" of January 1~
194% produced the all-tlme record flood on the
Housatonic River above Falls Village. The flow in
the main channel below Falls Village approached that
of September 21-23~ 1938~ but the trlbutar~es were
only moderately flooded, The flood of August 19,
1955 was unprecededted in the basin, It was

Table ]2,--Elevat{ons of flood peaks and correspondln~ fl~-ts for notable floods of record at lens-term

Stream and place

(m. A)

(it
msl)o
/obo

(ft
Fl I
.v
above
msl) .

msl)

(cfs)

....
Housatonic River at
Fal]s VI]lase
TenmIle Rlver near
Gaylordsville
Rousatonfc River at
Gaylordsville

....

249.4

26~000

Still River near
Lanesvi]]e

....

223.6

3~26S

Shepaug River near
Roxb~ry

....

292.8

7~480

(ors)

I
msl)

(ft
above

plo
(cfs) ,
m~ll
Flow

657.7

(ft
Flow ]~bove

(cPsl sl/

7,000 658.7

(ft
Floi.I above

(efs) i m~i)
14,200 654.8

Flow

/cfs}
2,830

preceded by a minor flood resulting from hurricane
"Connie" on August 13~ which set the stage for
hurricane "Diane" on August 19 by soaking the
ground and bringing the streams to medium-high
stages. The torrential rains accompanying "Diane"
produced record peak fl~vs on el] tributaries and
on the Housaton{c River~ except for the reach of
river above Falls Vil]ag% where the peak flow
was slightly less than that of January I~ 1949.
The flood of October 16~ 1955 was only moderate
over all but the southern part of the besin~
however~ it produced a peak fl~q on the Still
River twice that of August I% 1955.
More detailed records of the major floods of
1936~ 1938~ and 1955~ based primarily on gagingstation record% are pub|~shed ;n Water-Supply
Papers 798 (March |936)) 867 (September 1938)~

and 1420 (August and October 1955). A compilation of all flood peaks above selected magnitudes
for contlnuous-record gaging stations w~thln the
basin is published in Water-Supply Paper 1671.
Three floodwater-retarding structures have
been constructed in the Blackberry River watershed
since 1963. Norfolk Brook Detention Reservoir is
located on the headwaters of the Blackberry River
upstream from Norfolk. Thousand Acre Swamp and
Whiting River Detention Reservoirs are located on
the Whiting River~ the main tributary to the Blackberry River. All were designed and constructed by
the U. S. Department of Agrlcultur% Soil Conservation Servlc% for the State of Connecticut to
protect Iow-lylng areas from floods. Storage capacities and other data pertaining to these three
reservoirs can be found in table 7.

IOO

Constituent oc property
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,22

24

2.7 - 8.2
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7.9
.13

1,4- 12
.01- I.O

-0.30
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AVERAGE REURRE~C~ INIERVAL IN YEARS
Figure 20.--Relationship between mean annual flood
and drainage area in the upper Housatonic River
basin.

Figure 21.--Flood-maqnitude frequency curve for
the upper Housatonlc River basin.
flood peak would probably occur within the same
30-day period for which the estimated average
flow is 5,300 cfs.

MAGNITUDE AND FREQUENCY
Knowledge of the magnitude and frequency of
floods is essential to the water manager concerned
with the location and design of control structures
and the establishment of encroachment lines. The
maximum flood of record and mean annual flood at
gaging stations in the upper Housatonic River
basin are given in table 13. Estimates of the
flood flow for any recurrence interval at all the
sites listed in the table and for all ungaged sites
on streams within the basin where the drainage area
is 2 square miles or more can be made from figures
20 and 21. The mean annual flood at a site can be
found from figure 20 when the drainage area is
known (drainage areas may be measured on plate B).
Flows for other recurrence interva]s up to lO0
years are obtainable by multiplying the mean annual
flood by the appropriate ratios for any selected
recurrence interva~ from figure 21. The figure is
based on a study by Green (1964). A flood-frequency
table for long-term gaglng stations in the basin is
listed in table 14 opposite the period of "0" consecutive days (instantaneous flood peak).

FREQUENCY AND DURATION
OF HIGH FLOWS

The flood-frequency information in table 13 and
figures 20 and 21 is based on the recurrence of
instantaneous peak d~scharges. For some purposes,
h~,lever, estimates of the duration and frequency of
periods of h~gh flow are also useful. Table 14
presents the probable recurrence intervals of annual
highest average flays for periods of O, l, 3~ 7, 15,
30~ 60j 150~ 274) and 365 consecutive days at longterm continuous-record gaging stations in the basin.
For example~ the table indicates that the highest
average flow of the Housatonic River at Falls
Wllage for a period of 30 consecutive days would
be 5,300 cfs once in lO years~ on the average, and,
thus~ the probability of 30-day average flows of
this magnitude in any one year ~s lO percent. The
peak flow recurring once in I0 years at this site
would be 12jO00 cfs, with the corresponding peak
elevation of 540.9 feet above mean sea level. This
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QUALITY OF WATER
IN STREAMS AND LAKES
NATURAL CONDITIONS

The chemical qual~ty of streams in the upper
Housatonlc River basin under natural conditions is
generally good~ as indicated by the analyses
summarized in table 15. The analyses represent
samples collected at 24 sitest sho~tn on figure 22)
where streams are relatively unaffected by manJs
activ[ties. The 9cod chemical quality of these
samples ~s emphasized by the contrast in table 15
between the maximum concentrations of dissolved
mineral constituents of samples and the limits of
these constituents recon~ended by the U,S, Public
Health Service (1962) for drinking water,
Chemical constituents listed in table 16 are
the most common in the natural streams of the upper
Housatonfc River basin and together constitute more
than ~5 percent of a typical dissolved-solids load.
Silica) calcium~ bicarbonate, and sulfate commonly
average more than 80 percent of the dissolved sol~ds
at h~gh fl~.zs and more than 85 percent at low flows.
Of these constituents, all except sulfate are
largely dissolved from soil and rock materials.
Calculations for water year I£68 sh~.~ that about
76 percent of the sulfate in surface waters of the
basin was contributed by precipitation.
Differences resulting from source m~terlals
The mineral composition of the unconsolidated
deposits and the underlying bedrock largely determined the chemical quality of streams under natural
conditions in the upper Housaton~c River basin.
Unconsolidated deposits and bedrock are of two main
types: (1) carbonates~ consisting principally of
readily soluble fragments or bedrock composed
largely of marble; and (2) noncarbonates} ~ncludlng
all other rock types in the basin that are slightly
soluble. Table 15 contrasts the chemical quality of
water from these two major types of source materials.

Significance and maximum limit of tolerance

SHica (si02)
pipes, Inhibits deterioration of zeolite-type
water softeners. The USPHS (U.S. Public Health
Service) has not recommended a maximum limit for
drinking water.
Iron

Caicium (Ca)
and
magnesium (~g)

Dissolved from many rocks and soils. Often found

More than 0,2 mg/l precipitates upon oxidation.
Manganese has the same undesirable characteristics
as iron but is more difficult to remove. The USPHS

Dissolved primarily from carbonate rocks. Ground
water in the carbonate rocks of the basin may contain as much as lO0 mg/I calcium and 40 mg/l mag-

Hardness and scale-formin9 properties of water are
caused by dissolved bicarbonates and sulfates of
these elements (see hardness), These are object~onable for electroplating~ tanning~ dyein9~ and textile processing. They also cause scale forr~tion In
steam boilers, water heaters~ and pipes. The USPHS
has not recommended a maximum limit for drinking

Sodium (Ha)
and
potassium (K)

Since the concentration of potassium is usually Io%
sodium and potassium are often calculated together
and reported as sodium. Quantities found in the
report area have tittle effect upon the usefulness of water for most purposes; however~ more
than 50 mg/I may cause foaming of steam
boilers. The USPHS has not recommended a maximum

Bicarbonate

Results from chemlca] action of carbon dioxide in

Bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium cause hardness
and form scale In boilers and p[pes~ and release
corrosive carbon dioxide gas (see hardness), Water
of low mineral content and low bicarbonate content
in proportion be carbon dioxide Is acidic and can be
corrosive, The USPHS has not recommended a maximum
limit for drinking water.

Sulfate (S04)

Dissolved from rocks and soils containing sulfur

SuIfates of calcium and magnesium form permanent
hardness and hard scale in boilers and hot water
pipes. The USPHS recommends a maximum limit of 250
mg/I for drinking water.

Chloride (CI)

Small amounts dissolved from rocks and soils.

tli irate (H03)
of water. A concentration greater than I0 mg/1 goner-

Phosphate (PO4)

Essential nutrient for free floating aquatic vegetation
such as algae, Excess phosphate may encourage algal
blooms and cause problems of odor. taste, and aesthetics.
Re USPBS has not reco~ended a maximum limit for drink~ng water.
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Table 16,--Source and sl3nifieance of some of the chemical constituents in~ and physical properties
of~water in the upper Housatonlc River basin--Continued
Chemical constituent
or physical property
Includes all mineral constituents dissolved in

Waters containing more than 1,000 mg/l dissolved

Dissolved
oxygen (D.O.)

Sources are natural aeration and photosynthesis by
aquatic vegetation. Concentrations vary mainly
v/ith temperature and pressure and are expressed as

The dissolved-oxyDen content of water is an indicator of
its biochemical condition when measured. Fish and
other desirable clean-~later biota require consistently
high D,O. levels. StandaI’ds for D,O, levels in many of
the streams and lakes in the basin are given in "Water
Quality Standards for Connecticut, 1970."

Turbidity

An optical property of water attributed to sus-

Excessive turbidity is harmful or lethal to fish and other
aquatic life; also it is very undesirable in water used
by most industries, especially in process water. Turbidity
can modify water temperature. Results are expressed in
standard units~ not mg/l. The USPHS recommends a maximum
limit of 5 units for drinking water.

Dissolved solids

Hardness (as C~CO3)

Hydrogen ion
(pH)

A pH of 7.0 indicates neutrality of a solution, Values
hiDher than 7.0 denote alkaline characteristics; values

E XPLANATION
BASIN DRAINAGE DIVIDE

Index number of
Dissolved-solids
sampling site ~
concentration
/989HSe ~low
flowlmg/I) at
¯ of site
Location
Dissolved-solids
~’~ high flowtr~g/l~

Dissolved-solids concentration at high flow
determined from samples collected in April lg68
when streams were flowing at rates equaied or
exceeded only one percent of the time.
Concentration at low flow determined from samples
collected in September 1967 when streams where
flowing at rates equaled or exceeded gO percent of
the time

1P~) Precipitation site

0 Well SY 1

Areas largely underlain
by carbonate bedrock

Figure 22.--Distribution of dissolved solids in streams of natural quality at hiqh and low flow,
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Variations related to streamflow
The amount of streamfl~v influences the chemical quality of streams in the basin under natural
conditions. In generals the greater the streamflc~.~s
the better the quality. The dissolved-solids content of water in a stream under natural conditions
generally decreases with an increase in streamflow
owing to the dilution effects of direct runoff.
This is illustrated on figure 22~ which shows the
dlssolved-sol~ds content in water at 24 natural
stream sites for periods of high and low flow,
Streamflow under l~,t-flow conditions represents a
greater relative ground-water contribution and
normally contains water with the highest dissolvedsolids content and the greatest degree of hardness;
l c~,/-flcxq conditions represent the least deslrable
cond[tlons in terms of water quallty,
Wachocastinook Creek (station no. 1990.28)~
in the northwest corner of the basin~ is unusual
in that ~ts water ~s lc~,~ ~n dissolved solids during
both high- and l~q-f]ow conditions. A comparison
of the chemical analyses also shc~.~s slgnlf~cantly
low values for pH and specific conductance; moreover both high- and low-flow samples indicate more
sulfate than bicarbonate, This indicates that
stream water in the Wachocastinook Creek basin is
strongly influenced by the quality of basin precipitation. The similarity in quality of surface
water~ ground water~ and precipitation here is
illustrated by table 17.

Bottom

Fiflure 23,--Seasonal temperature variations in
thermally stratified lakes~ ponds~ and reseton water quality during the summer and during the
spring and fall turnover. In the summer~ shallo~
surface water beccmes warm and less dense. Cold
water remains in the deeper parts of the lake~
and circulation between the upper and lower parts
is minimal. As a result~ the water of the hypollmnion (see fig. 23) remains cold. It has little
dissolved oxygen and is~ therefore~ unsuitable for
fish and other aquatic life. During the spring
and fall~ water temperature and density become
uniform throughou% as complete circulation mixes
the water in the lake, This mixing causes an
increase in color and turbidity and brings some
undesirable products of anaerobic decomposition
to the surface. Iron and manganese in solution
are also brought to the surface and distributed
throughout the lake~ resulting in a temporary
deterioration in the qua]ity of the water.
Figure 24 contrasts the vertical profiles of
four thermally stratified lakes or ponds with four
unstratlf[ed ones. The profiles are based on
unpublished data collected by the Connecticut Board
of Fisheries and Game. Water depth and surface area
are the main factors influencing stratification of
a lake or pond.
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Chemical constituents and properties
Variations related to storage
Public water-supply reservoirs in the UHRBA
are protected against man-made contamination and
are> therefore~ representative of impounded waters
of natural quality. The chemical quality of water
samples from the principal public-supply reservoirs
in the basin is shown in table 25. The quality of
these impounded waters is good; they have a median
dissolved-solids content of 78 mg/l and a median
hardness of 49 mg/l. These waters are generally
alkaline; II of 13 raw water samples had a pH
greater than 7.0.
Temperature changes and stratification follow
a seasonal pattern in many lake% as shown ~n figure
23. Thermal stratification has its greatest effect
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The source and significance of some of the
chemical constituents and physical properties of
water in the UHRBA are given in table 16. Of the
items listed~ iron~ manganese and hardness are of
particular importance under natural conditions in
the basin and are discussed in greater detail
below.

The concentratlons of iron and manganese
naturally dissolved in surface ~qaters of the basin
are frequently high enough to concern both industrial and domestic users. Concentrations exceeding
the U,S, Public Health Servlce~s recommended limlts
do not render water unpotable~ but excessive amounts
of these elements decrease its value for some uses,

Some industrial processes are much more sens~tlve
to iron and manganese concentrations than these
limits indicate. The manufacture of clear plasticss
for examples requires maximum limits of 0.02 mg/l
for iron and the same for manganese; the production
of viscose rayon requires complete absence of both.
Samples from s~tes on 24 streams in the basin shmv
that iron and manganese concentrations above the
limits recon~ended by the Public Health Service
for drinking water are common during periods of
both low and high flow. The tab|e below compares
the data collected at these sites.
Dissolved
constituent

Percent of samples collected
exceeding USPHS limits during
High fl~v !/ Low flow’/
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Iron
l~nganese

manganese tolerated by a user is a limiting factor
in evaluating the surface-water resources of the
basin.
Hardness
Hardness of water is due to the presence of
alkallne-earth ions. Under natural conditions~
calcium and magnesium are the principal alkalineearth ions; barium and strontium are the minor
ones. The most convnon sources of calcium and
magnesium in the upper Housatonic River basin are
the carbonate mlnerals~ calcite and dolomlte~ which
are the main constituents of the marble bedrock.
In areas underlain by marbl% only 14 percent of
the natural streams sampled had water with a hardness of 60 mg/l or less. In other areas~ 65 percent of the natural streams sampled had water in
this range.
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!/ Streamflow v~s equaled or exceeded 1 percent
of the t~me.
~/ Streamfl~v was equaled or exceeded ~0 percent
of the time.
The table indicates that the probability of
excess dissolved iron is about 25 percent during
conditions of both high and l~q streamflow~ suggesting that available iron is rapidly d~ssolved by
direct runoff and soon reaches an equilibrium level.
During high-fl~v perlods~ stream discharges increase~
but the total load of iron also increase% so that
iron concentrations are not significantly reduced.
During periods of low flayb on the other hand~ the
probability of excessive concentrations of manganese
increases significantly. As the table indicates>
more than 80 percent of the samples during low-fl~q
periods had excessive concentrations, Manganese is
contributed primarily by ground-water runoff~ as
suggested by the table in the "Iron and manganese"
section under "Aquifers"~ which shivs that 50 percent
of the wells ~n stratified drift yielded water with
manganese in excess of 0.05 mg/l.
The large streams in the basin (Bantam~ Blackberry~ Housatoni% Shepaug~ Still and Tenmile Rivers)
contain dissolved iron and manganese concentrations
similar to those of the small natural streams.
Samples from the large streams were collected during
the 1968 water year and under d~verse conditions of
fl~v and thus represent an average basinwide condition.
Percent of samples
exceeding USPHS
recommended limits
Iron
Manganese

Stream type and
flow conditions

No. of
samples

Large streams at
average flow

39

28

72

Small streoms at
low flow

24

29
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As previously mentloned~ water stored in lakes
and reservoirs generally improves in quality.
Analyses for 13 water-supply reservoirs sh~ved that
the raw water was of excellent quality~ although
some samples exceeded the recommended limits for
iron and manganese. Treatment of the water
reduces the concentrations of these elements to
more desirable levels but adds to the cost of
finished water. The concentration of iron and

rise unless quantified. This report follows the
U.S. Geological Survey in using the following
ranges as a guide:
Hardness range
(mg/1 of Car03)
O- 60

Hardness
rating
Soft

61-120

Moderately
hard

120- 180

Ha rd

181 or more

Very hard

Suitability
Suitable for many
uses without softening.
Commonly usable
except in some
industrial applications.
Softening required
by laundries and
some other industrles.
Requires softening
for most purposes.

CONDITIONS RESULTING
FROM MAN’S ACTIVITIES
l~n’s utilization of water generally alters
its physical~ chemical~ and biological characteristics. With rare exceptions~ these alterations
cause an overall deterioration in water quality.
IndustriaI~ agricultural~ and domestic activities
increase dissolved solids and suspended-sediment
loads~ raise water temperatures, and add oxygendepleting organic materials to the waterways
draining an area. Some activitles~ such as the
discharge of sewage and industrial effluents into
streams and lakes~ may affect water quallty directly. Others affect the quality indirectly but nonetheless significantly.
~igure 25 illustrates the dlssolved-sollds
content characteristic of the surface waters of
the upper Housatonic River basin during low flow.
During these per{ods~ maximum observed dissolved
solids are IO0 mg!l or less for half the basin.
These low concentrations are common in areas underlain by noncarbonate bedrock. This bedrock forms
hilly uplands that lack extensive industrial and
urban development. Streams draining the rest of
the basin have lov#-flow dissolved solids that
range from lOO mg/l to more than 300 mg/l.

EXPLANATION
BASIN DRAINAGE DIVIDE
DISSOLVED SOLIDS, IN
MILLIGRAMS PER LITER
AT LOW FLOW
(calculated from specific conductance)
50 or less
51 to 100
101 to 150
151 to 200
Greater than 200

Figure 25.--Haximum observed concentration of dissolved solids in surface water
in the upper Housatonlc River basin,
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Table |8.--Comparison of the Io~,~-flow d~ssolved-solids content in the upper
Housatonic R~ver basin~ as influenced by bedrock c~npos{tion and man~s development
Degree of
development

No. of
samples

Natural water-quality

Undeveloped

All s~tes (natural and
man-affected)--noncarbonate areas

Includes
scattered developed areas

Natural water-quality
sites--carbonate areas

Undeveloped

All sites (natural and
man-,~fected)--carbonate areas

Developed areas
widespread

in the Danbury and New Milford areas. Here~ likewise~ bedrock composition and land development both
influence the quality of surface waters. Marble
bedrock underlles areas where streams have h~gher
dissolved-solids content. Marble generally underl~es lowlands~ where much of the land is being
developed. Thusj during low f|ow~ surface v~ters
in these areas consist of the more highly mineralized ground-water runoff characteristic of marble
terranes augmented by varying amounts of effluent
from agricultura[~ domestic~ and ~ndustrlal sources.
This combination of water has a higher level of dissolved solids than water found in the noncarbonate
areas. Table 18 compares the low-flow d~ssolvedsolids content in the bas~n~ as influenced by bedrock composition and degree of deve|opment.
As the ranges in the above table show~ water
w~th a dissolved-sollds content in excess of 300
mg/l ~s found ~n both carbonate and noncarbonate
areas. These high values h~.~ever represent
localized contamination of small volumes of water.
Of more significance is the comparison of median
values for the two areas of contrasting bedrock.
The ~ncrease in dissolved-solids content for
natural sites versus all sites ~s 18 percent in
the noncarbonate areas and 28 percent in the carbonate areas. The greater increase in the carbonate areas is due to the greater degree of development in these areas.
Variations related to streamflow
Under man-affected condltions~ the chemical
quality of water in a stream is related to the
amount of streamflow. During high flowj qua|ity
improves owing to dilution by large volumes of
direct runoff. During low flow~ direct runoff is
minimal~ and water quality deteriorates because
sewage and other effluent discharges are not
significantly diluted. Figure 26 shows the day to
day relationships between streamflow and dissolved
solids for the Still River near Lanesville~ a
stream containing much treated waste discharge.
The general chemical quality of the major
streams in the basin~ as indicated by dissolved
so|ids (calculated from specific conductance)~ was
measured contlnuously at three sites during the
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Dissolved sollds~ mg/l
Median
Range

17

73

20-141

420

86

33-393

7

127

91-221

141

163

33-312

1968 water year. The daily extreme specificconductance values for these sites--Blackberry
River at Canaan~ Housatonic River at Gaylordsville and Still River near Lanesville are published in Water Resources Data for Connecticut
(I~68). Figure 27 shows the dlssolved-solids
versus discharge curves for the Blackberry, Nousatonic and S~ill Rivers~ in millions of gallons per
day per square mile of drainage area.
As the figure shows~ all three curves tend to
converge at high discharges. At very h~gh flows
such a large proportion of stream discharge is
direct runoff that its chemical quality approaches
that of precipitation. Also~ during high fl~,4
dissolved solids from sewage and industrial
effluents are diluted to almost insignificant levels.
At flows of about 3 mgd per square mile and above~
the Sill| and Housatonic Rivers have s~mi|ar
dissolved solids versus discharge relations. As
flows decrease~ however~ the industria| effluent
and municipal sewage frc~ the Danbury-Bethel area
progressively degrade the water quality of the Still
R~ver. By the time fl~qs have decreased to about
0.3 mgd per square mile~ the Still River contains
about 25 percent more dissolved solids per square
mile than the Housatonic River. For the Still River
near Lanesville~ f]~.~s of less than 0.3 mgd per
square mi|e occurred about lO percent of the time
during water year 1968.
For high fl~.~s~ the slope of the curve of the
Blackberry River in figure 27 is similar to those
of the Housatonlc and Still Rivers~ but the Blackberry carries only about two-thirds as much o a
d~ssolved-solids load per square mile. For
f|ows~ the slope of the Blackberry River curve is
steeper than those of the other two streams because
contributions of dissolved sollds from all sources
are comparatively small and have less effect on its
overall water quality. The generally excellent
quality of Blackberry River water is attributed
to bedrock and surficial material that are largely
free of soluble carbonates and to the sl~ght development of the area. The higher levels of dissolved
solids ~n the Still and Housatonic Rivers~ especially at low flow~ are primarily due to industrialurban development. The Danbury-Bethel area in the
Still River basin~ and developed areas in the
Massachusetts part of the Housatonlc River basin~
make substantia| additions to the dissolved-solids
levels of these streams.
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Figure 26.--Dissolved solids and daily mean dlscharqe~ Still River near Lanesville.
The d{ssolved-soI{ds concentration of ware in the Still River varies inversely with rate of flow.
analyses. The locations of the sampling points
are shown on figure 28; dissolved-oxygen and
speclfic-conductance profiles are shown on figure
29,
The Blackberry River valley has few industries
and is sparsely populated, hence the stream is
largely uncontaminated, Its profile shows a
gradual increase in dissolved solids in a downstream
d{rection~ as indicated by speciflc-conductance
values. These are as much as 300 micromhos in the
lower part of the valley; values are typical for
low-flow conditions in an unspoiled stream draining

Fi9ure 27.--Relationship of dissolved-solids concentration to stream discharge in Blackberry3
Housatonic~ and Still Rivers,
Stream profiles
The qua]ity of water in two of the largest tributaries of the Housatonic River+ the Blackberry and
Still Rivers+ are contrasted in graphic stream profiles based on data collected during low flow. These
streams drain areas differing wide]y in industrial
development and in population. The profiles are
based on field measurements of specific conductance+
dissolved oxygen+ temperature+ and other chemical

tn contrast3 the greater industrial development
and larger population along the Still River signlflcantly downgrade the quality of its water. In
the reach upstream frown Danbury, speciflc-conductance
levels indicate largely uncontaminated conditions,
Downstream from the inltial sampling point~ station
2014 (fig. 28)~ specific conductance increased from
154 to 283 micromhos along the 6.8 miles to the
bridge on Triangle Street (station 201~.6), Farther
downstream~ at sampling polnt 2014,7~ it increased
to 413 micromhos. This sharp rlse is attributed
to contaminated water from Sympaug Brook~ which
joins the Still River between these two closely
spaced stations. On the day of the profiIe~ Sympaug
Brook, which receives effluent from several industrial activities, had a specific conductance of 650
micromhos. For the next 6 miles downstream it
remained above the 400 micromhos level. Downstream~
at statlon 2014.9, it was d~luted by less mlnerallzed
ground water~ and at station 2015 specific conductance decreased to 272 mlcromhos~ comparable with that
¯ easured more than 15 miles upstream.
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CANAAN

BLACKBERRY RIVER BASIN
EXPLANATION
20r4.9

BLACKBERRY RIVER BASIN

DANBURY

STILL RIVER BASIN

STILL RIVER BASIN

Figure 28.--Progresslve downstream changes in quality of Blackberry River,
a stream of natural quality~ contrasted with Still River.
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F~.qure 29.--Dissolved oxygen and speclflc-conductance profiles Tn the Blackberry and Still Rivers.
Two dlssolved-oxygen profiles~ one for early
morning and one for midday~ show the effects of
photosynthesis in each major tributary. Aquatic
vegetation releases oxygen to the water during daylight and may raise dissolved-oxygen concentrations
to supersaturated levels. As figure 29 shows~ these
concentrations are generally higher in both streams
during the afternoon than they are at morning or at
night. At times they exceed lO0 percent saturation
because of the large amounts of oxygen released to
the v~ter by aquatic vegetation during periods of
peak sunlight. The Blackberry River profile indicates dissolved-oxygen concentrations generally
above 80 percent saturation and ranges from 70 to
127 percent saturation.
The dlssolved-oxygen profile of the Still River
sh~qs the effects of the effluent from the Danbury
sewage-treatment plant. In the headwaters~ early
morning levels ranged from ~8 to 99 percent saturation. Limekiln Drook~ carrying effluent from the
Danbury sewage-treatment plant~ joins the Still
River 9.6 miles below the initial sampling point~
causing a significant decline in the dissolvedoxygen levels of the main stream. This decline
continues~ as natural purification processes act
to reduce the organic load. At station 2014.9~
6.4 miles below the confluence of Still River and
Limekiln Brook~ early morning dissolved oxygen
dropped to 2.3 mg/l~ about 2~ percent saLuratlon.
Downstream frcm station 2014.9~ reaeration begins
to exceed oxygen demand~ and dissolved oxygen begins
to return to previous levels.
The condition of Still River at the northernmost sampling point~ station 2015.12~ deserves comment. Specific conductance exceeded 400 mlcromhos~

whereas midday dissolved oxygen climbed to 140 percent saturation. This condition resulted from a
nutrient load entering the Still River directly
upstream. Effluent from a r~verside lagoon holding septic-tank waste at a point 0.35 mile upstream
from station 2015.12 presumably entered the ground
and discharged into the stream. The high dissolvedso]ids content characteristic of th~s type of
effluent is ~nferred from the increased specific
conductance of the river water. Large amounts of
inorganic nutrients (chiefly phosphate and nitrate)
promote the growth of aquatic vegetation~ which
releases large amounts of dissolved oxygen to the
river during daylight photosynthesis.
The specific-conductance and dissolved-oxygen
profiles of water ~n the Blackberry and Sti]l
Rivers clearly delineate the contrasting effects of
man’s activities on water quality. Blackberry R~ver
assimilates the small effluent load it receives,
and ~ts overall water quality remains largely
unimpaired. Still R~ver receives a much greater
volume of effluent~ and the quality of its water
is severely downgraded as a result. ~oth streams
accomplish some natural purification even though
they are loaded with contaminated effluents. The
Blackberry River is successful~ but the Still River,
though comparable in size~ ~s overloaded and retarns evidences of contamination throughout its
lower reaches.
Phosphate
Under natural conditions~ high phosphate concentrations are rare in the surface waters of the
upper Housatonlc River basin. Phosphate samples
from natural streams show concentrations substan-
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tially below the 1 me/1 level. Values for median
concentratlons at high and low flows are 0.06 me/1
and 0.07 mg/ls respectlvely. The major sources of
phosphate entering the surface waters of the basin
are industrial effluent and domestic sewage (both
contain laundry detergents)~ and runoff from
agricultural lands. The following table compares
phosphate levels of natural streams, which are
generally sma11~ to those of the larger streams in
the basin~ which are more intensively used by man.

Sampling
conditions
High flow
Low flow

Streams with
natural quality
Median
phosphate No, of
(mg/l)
samples

Streams affected by
man~s activities
Median
phosphate No. of
(mg/l)
samples

0.06

I0

0.23

9

.07

12

.38

14

Recommended levels of phosphate concentrations
have not been established because of the complex
nature of phosphate chemistry and a scarcity of
basic data (FWPG~ 1968~ p. 23-24). The greatest
problem associated with high phosphate concentrations
in the basin is the excessive growth of algae and
other aquatic plants. The higher concentrations of
the Bantam and Still R~vers probably contribute to
the algal problems of Bantam Lake and Lake Lillinonah
(Benoit, 1965; Frink~ 1967). Additional work~ including a nutrient budget study of Lake Lilllnonah~ was
in progress in I~6~ (Frink~ oral communication).

Sample source

Turbidity (mg/l Si02)
Median
Minimum
Maximum

Natural-qual~ty
streams during
high flow

4

Natural-quality
streams during
~ow flow

0.8

Man-affected
streams during
high flow

0.6

25

.2

5

12
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As the data show; turbidity is not a problem
in the natural streams. The large streams in the
basin are generally more turbid than the small ones
because they drain larger proportions of cleared
land and are more adversely affected by other
activities of man.
Reaches where turbidity could be potentially
troublesome during high fl~./ include the Still River
north of Danbury and the Housatonic River near New
Milford. The high turbidity of the Still River
results primarily from construction activity and
release of waste effluents in the Danbury area.
Turbidity of the Housatonic River is largely a consequence of extensive clearing and tilling of agricultural land upstream in Connecticut and t,~ssachusetts.

TEMPERATURE
SEDIMENT AND TURBIDITY
Transportation and depositlon of sediment are
continuous natural processes in the streams of the
upper Housatonic River basin. The amount of material
transported at any instant is chiefly governed by
the velocity of the stream~ the magnitude of the
discharge~ and the availability of sediment. ~terials carried may range ~n size from clay-sized
particles to coarse gravel; the finer fractions are
carried in suspension~ and the coarser fractions
are bounced and rolled along the stream bottom.
The sediment load carried by basin streams is not
excessive and poses few problems because the welldeveloped vegetal cover protects the land surface~
limits the amount of available sediment material~
and prevents serious erosion.
Turbidity of water is the reduction of transparency caused by the presence of suspended particulate matter. Turbidity may result from natural
erosion or from man’s activitles~ such as sewage
treatment and disposal~ and industrial activitles~
including effluent release and dredging operations.
Excessive turbidity is undesirable in drinking
water and for industries such as food processing
and paper and textile manufacturing. Turbidity in
water can be removed by coagulatlon~ sedimentatlon~
or filtration~ but these operations increase costs.
The table below summarizes the turbidity
measured in samples from streams in the basin during
periods of high and low flow. It also contrasts
these streams ~]ith six man-affected streams during
high flow.

Temperature influences the chemical~ biological~
and physical aspects of a water resource. Small
changes in the maximum or mean temperature of a
stream or lake can encourage or discourage the growth
of certain organisms and~ in time) significantly
change the ecosystem. Industries that use large
amounts of cooling water may incur a considerable
additional expense if the water temperature rises
as little as I degree. Temperature influences concentrat~ons of dissolved oxygen, other dissolved
gases and suspended sediment in surface water. It
is also a key factor in determining the ability of
~,later to dissolve and precipitate solid materials.
Under natural condlt~ons~ water temperature
is controlled by insolation and atmospheric temperature. Ground-water runoff co~monly moderates
natural surface-water temperature~ especially during the summer and winter, l~n~s activities can
also significantly affect surface-water temperature
(PI uh~,~skl ~ 1970) ¯
Surface-water temperature in the basin follov~s
the seasonal variations in air temperature. Minimum
(freezing) temperatures are reached in most streams
during the winter. At this tlme~ lakes and ponds
in the basin become ice bound and those in the north
may remain so 4 months or more. Maximum surface-water
temperatures occur in July and early August and
rarely exceed 26.5~¢. Water temperature in the
Falls Village Reservoir at Falls Village reached
26.5°C only I day out of 5~060 in 14 years of record.
Curves of the monthly mean water temperature
in the Blackberry~ Housatonlc~ and Still Rivers

during the 1968 water year~ as indicated on figure
30~ sh~.~ that they are similar. They probably are
representative of stream te~nperatures throughout
the basin. Maximum temperatures for this period
were 27°C for the Housatonic R~ver and 25o5°C for
the Blackberry and Still Rivers. During the winter~
water at the surfaces of these streams reached
Mean water-temperature duration curves for the
Blackberry River at Canaan) the Housaton~c R}ver at
Gaylordsville~ and the Still River near Lanesville
are similar to one for the Falls Village Reservoir
at Fal]s Village (fig. 31). The curves for the
rivers are based on data for water year 1968; the
curve for the reservoir represents 14 years of
record~ extending back to water year
A moderate southward ~ncrease in surfacewater temperature is indicated by a comparison
between the duration curves for the Blackberry and
Still Rivers~ streams of similar size. The Still
R~ver~ in the southern part of the basin~ has a
higher mean over most of its temperature range.

In addition~ the greater utilization of water from
the Still River for industrial purposes and transport of sewage contribute to higher temperature
levels. A bas~nwlde surface-water temperature of
21~C or less can be expected 80 percent of the
time; in the cooler northern areas ~t can be
expected 90-95 percent of the t~me.

Fiqure ~O.--HonthIy mean water temperatures of
the Blackberry, Housatonic~ and Still R~vers.
(Based on continuous records~ I~68 water year.)
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WATER IN AQUIFERS
DISTRIBUTION AND GEOMETRY
OF SUBSURFACE UNITS
The upper Housatonlc R~ver basin contains three
major water-bearlng subsurface geologic units:
stratified drift; till~ and crystalline bedrock.
The crystalline bedrock underlies the entire basin
but is discontinuously mantled by stratified drift
and till. The spatial relationships between these
units are shown on f~gure 32, and their areal distribution is shown on plate B.
Stratified drift is an unconsolidated sediment
composed of interbedded layers of gravel~ sand,
silt~ and clay. These materials were deposited during the deglaclatlon of the basin (Flint, 1930) and
are generally restricted to the valley areas that
served as drainageways for glacial melt water or
were the sites of temporary glacial lakes. The
stratified drift com~nly forms a prismatic-shaped
infilling of the preglacial bedrock valleys~ as
shown on figure 32.
TIll is an unconsolidated~ nonstratified~
heterogeneous sediment deposited directly by glacial
ice. Much of the bedrock in the basin is overlain
by till that is less than I0 feet thick~ although
locally till may exceed 100 feet in thickness.
Crystalllne bedrock in the basin consists of
two general types~ carbonate and noncarbonate. The
carbonate type (marble) is composed predominantly
of calcium and magnesium carbonate, whereas the
noncarbonate type is of more diverse origin and
composition, Generally~ however~ the noncarbonate
type consists malnly of silicate minerals, All
the crystalline bedrock is fresh and unweathered
except in a few local areas (see section entitled
"Weathered crystalline bedrock").

GROUND-WATER STORAGE
AND CIRCULATION
Stratified drift and till contain open spaces
or pores between individual grain% whereas the
bedrock contains open spaces along cracks or
fractures. Below the ~ter table~ which is the
upper surface of the saturated zone~ the pores and
fractures are filled with water. Stratified drift
and till have greater porosltes than fractured
bedrock~ and~ where saturated~ they contain significantly more water per unlt volume. The greatest
quantities of ground water~ therefore~ underlie the
areas that have the thickest saturated deposits of
stratified drift and till~ but the availability is
dependent on factors other than the amount in storage (see section titled "Aquifers").
The size of the ground-water flow system is
controlled by the hydrogeologic setting, whereas
the direction and rate of ground-water movement
are governed by the distribution of hydraulic head
and the hydraulic characteristics of the subsurface
units. Circulation~ in general~ is confined within
each area drained by a major perennial stream. The
saturated zone underlying such areas constitutes
an underground reservoir, the vertical boundaries
of which generally co{ncide with the surface-water
drainage divides. Ground-water flow is also bounded
by the depth of the fracture system in the crystalline bedrock. Previous studies in Connecticut
(Ellls~ I~0~) indicate that at depths greater than
300 feet below the bedrock surface~ water-bearing
openings are few and the rock is relatively ~mperViOUSo

Minor flow systems~ either temporary or permanent~ ~ray exist within the major systems of circulation. Major and minor ground-water flow systems
Drainage Divide-~

~Dralnage Divide

MAJOR GROUND- WATER FLOW

SYSTEM

~1

EXTENT

:

SYSTEM

I

Fiqure ~,--Idealized section showinq ground-water circulation in part of the upper Housatonic River basin.
The direction of ground-water flow and the distribution of hydraulic head are depicted by flow lines and
equipotential lines. The actual configuration of these lines is more complex than that sh~vn because of
differences in hydraulic conductivity between the subsurface geologlc units in the saturated zone and
other factors.
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and the general pattern of circulation from areas
of inflow to areas of outflow are depicted on
figure 33.
A quantitative expression of the ground-water
circulation is given in the following equation
(after Schicht and Walton~ 1961):

~vr = (~uro + C~et + U) + S
where Gwr = Ground-water recharge
or inflow
G

unconfined~ and the storage coefficient is equivalent to the specific yield.
2. Hydraulic conductivlty is designated by
the symbol K and is expressed in units of feet per
day. The hydraulic conductivity may vary with the
direction of flow~ particularly in stratified drift~
and the symbols Kv and Kh are used for the hydraulic
conductivity in the vertical and horizontal planes~
respectively.
3. Saturated thickness~ designated by the
symbol b~ is expressed in feet.

= Ground-water runoff

~et= Ground-water evaportranspiration
U

= Underflow

S

= Change in ground-water
storage

ground-water
discharge

All the items in the above equation may differ
in amount and rate from one part of the basin to
another~ and all vary with time. This spatial and
temporal dlvers{ty is due to hydrologlc~ geologic~
climatologic, ecologic~ and topographic factors.
]n general however) ground-water recharge is derived
from precipitation and occurs main]y during the nongrowing season (October through April)~ whereas
ground-water discharge consists mainly of groundwater runoff to streams. Figure 34 is a hydrograph
of observation well N0C 15 sh~qing typical seasonal
water-level changes that accompany changes in rates
of ground-water recharge and d~scharge.

AQUIFERS
Stratified drift, till~ and crystalline bedrock in the saturated zone are capable of y~elding
usable quantities of water throughout most of the
basin and~ therefore, constitute aquifers. These
unlts~ however~ differ from one another in their
ability to store and transmit water. Stratified
dr~ft~where it is composed principally of sand and
gravel~ is the only unit capable of supplying large
quantities of ground water on a sustained bas~s.
Wells tapping bedrock generally yield quantities
of water adequate for domestic and con~lercial use~
whereas till is an inadequate source for most modern
requirements.

4. Transmissivity~ designated by the symbol
T~ is expressed in units of feet squared per day.
It is the product of the average hydraulic conductlvlty~ and the saturated thickness of the
aquifer (T = K x b).

STRATIFIED DRIFT

Stratified drift underlies approximately I1
percent of the basin and is chiefly co~posed of
interbedded layers of sand and gravel with minor
amounts of silt and clay. (See pl, B.) In the
Housaton~c River valley upstream frcm Falls Village
and in parts of the Sti]l River~ Bantam River~ and
Salmon Creek valleys~ however~ the stratified drift
consists predominantly of sand~ silt and clay. The
l ithology of the saturated section ~s commonly
heterogeneous. Logs of wells and test holes in the
companion baslc-data report (Melvin~ 1970) illustrate
the lithologic diversity of the stratified drift.
Saturated and transmissive parts of the
stratified-drift unit that are not physically and
hydraulically connected are considered as separate
aquifers in this report. The quantity of water that
can be withdrawn on a temporary or sustained basis
from a stratlfied-drift aquifer depends on: (1)
the hydraulic properties of the aquifer~ (2) the
location and position of the hydraulic bourdaries~
(3) the quantity and varlabil{ty of natural recharge
and dlscharge~ and (4) the quantity of water that
can be induced to infiltrate from adjacent st reams
or lakes.

The ability of the stratified drift and till
to yield l,~ter and their response to pumping may be
determined by use of appropriate flow equations if
the hydrologic system and hydraulic properties are
knmqn. The bedrock aquifer~ because of the complexity of its hydraulic properties~ is less amenable
to mathematical analysis.
The properties of stratified drift and till
that control their ability to yield water are the
storage coefficient (or specific yleld)~ saturated
th~ckness~ hydraulic conductlvity~ and transmfssivity. These terms are defined in the glossary
at the end of this report. Symbols and units of
measurement used for these aquifer properties are
as follows:
I. Storage coefficient is designated by the
symbol S and is a dimensionless ratio expressed as
a decimal fraction. Throughout the basin the
stratified-drift and till aquifers are generally

Figure ~4.--Hydrograph of observation well N0C 15
illustrating the seasonal pattern of changes in
ground-water storage.
Water levels for 1967 are typical whereas those for
1968 reflect atypical late spring recharge owing
to heavy precipitation. (Water levels are end-ofmonth readings.)
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A. REAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM-IDEALIZED SECTION
Discharging

Q

~ NONPUMPING I

I

BEDROCK WITH
THIN COVER OF TILL

ive position of inpermeable
barrier boundary

B. EQUIVALENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN AN
- IDEALIZED SECTION

Ground-water divide
Drawdown from
image wel I
O

Drawdown from
real well

INFINITE AQUIFER

r-Discharging

Q ~image well
NONPUMPING WATFR LEVEL

Saturated
’ Thickness

(after Ferris and others ,1962)
Ao

An impermeable-barrier boundary affects the d[strlbutlon of drawdown produced by a pumping well. The
cone shaped depression (termed cone of depression) of the ~ter table~ centered at the pumping well is
steeper in profile on the side away from the boundary and flatter on the side toward the boundary than
it would be if no boundary were present.
The hydraulic conditions resulting from an impermeable-barrier boundary can be made equivalent to those
in an aquifer of infinite areal extent by the method of images (Ferrls and others~ 1962). The boundary
is replaced by a ground-water divide by use of the image well. No flow crosses either the impermeablebarrier boundary or the ground-water divide.

Figure 35.--Hydraulic effect of an impermeable-barrier boundary on a stratified-drift aquifer.
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A. REAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Discharging well..~ ~O

IDEALIZED SECTION

: /Perennial stream

/Land surface

Effective position of line source
boundary

B. EQUIVALENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IN AN INFINITE AQUIFER
IDEALIZED SECTION
f--Recharging image well

Line of zero drawdown’k~

00¢’~/~

Buildup from _
image wel I ~ ~
Discharging real_

well

~

NONPUMPING

~~

r

WATER

,

LEVEL

Saturated
Thickness

~

~

~

~

:

I

from real ~ 1

well

i BEDROCK

after Ferris and others ,1962 )
A line- source boundary affects the distribution of drawdown produced by pumping well. The cone of
depression is steeper in profile on the side toward the boundary and flatter on the side away from the
boundary than it would be if no boundary were present. The cone of depression extends to the line
source and the drawdown at the effective position of the line-source boundary is zero.
The hydraulic equivalent of the line-source boundary in an aquifer of infinite area] extent is produced
by use of a recharging image well. The buildup of the water table from injecting water into the aquifer
results in zero drawdown at the effective position of the boundary.
Fipure 36.--Hydraulic effect of a line-source boundary on a stratlfied-drift aquifer.
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Table 19.--Estimates of transmisslvity of the stratified drift in the
upper Housatonic River basin. Values computed from specific capacity
(Theis3 1963) using drawdown adjusted for the effects of partial penetration (Butler~ 1957) unless indicated otherwise. Kv~Kh~ assumed
ratio of vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kv) to horizontal hydraul c
conductivity (Kh); S~ assumed storage coefficient.
Well no.
(PI. A)
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
DY
DY
DY
DY
DY
DY
D~
KT
KT
LF
NHI
NMI
NHI
NMI
NMI
NMI
NHI
NMI
NMI
NMI
NOC
NOC

2
31
33
36
38
39
41
42
45
35
36
47
61
78
81
82
12
24
51
3
4
5
6
7
8
16
20
21
25
22
29

Transmissivity
(ft2/day)
16~000
4~300
3~000
3~400
83000
8~000
43000
23200
15~000
~/ 5~400
13~500
5~400
73800
7~500
2~000
6~700
2~700
4~600
1~700
13~500
10~000
6~700
7~400
7~000
3~400
63700
43000
4~800
6~700
I~350
23300

-Rv:Kh
I:I0
I:I0
1:25
l:lO
1:25
1:25
1:25
1:25
1:I0
I110
l:lO
1:25
1:2
l:lO
1:2
1:I0
I:10
1:25
1:]0
l:lO
I:lO
l:lO
l:lO
l:lO
1:25
l:lO
l:]O
l:lO
]:10
1:10

Computed from aquifer test using Boulton’s curves
(Boulton~ 1963; Prickett> 1965).

0.I
.I .
.I
.I
.05
.05
.l
.l
,l
.05
.05
.l
.05
.15
.l
.15
.2
.2
.05
.2
.2
.]
.l
.1
.l
.1
.1
.l
.l
.2
.2

Hydraulic properties
Storage coefficient~ saturated thickness~ and
transmissiv[ty are the physical properties that
determine the ability of the stratified-drift aquifers to store~ transmlt) and yie]d water, The storage coefficient~ together with transmissfvfty~ can
be used to estimate the water-table drawd~vn due to
pumping wel]s for any given time period. The storage coeff]c{ent of unconfined stratlf~ed-drift
aquifers depends on their grafn-slze distribution
and the period of tlme the material is allowed to
drain (Pr[]l and others~ 1965; Johnso% 1967),
Values of S ranging from 0.05 to 0,2 have been used
in this report to analyze data where the period of
drainage is from 1 to 7 days. An S value of 0,2 is
used {n subsequent analyses where the drainage period
is approximately 200 days. These selected values
are considered to be representative for the materials
being drained and for the dra[nage period,
The saturated thickness is equal to the difference in altitude between the water table in the
strat~fled drift and the altitude of the underlying
till-bedrock surface, (See fig. 32.) The saturated
thickness fs shown by contour lines on plate B; it
is also shown on plate D which depicts selected
stratiffed-drlft aquifers. In most areas the saturated thickness is a measure of the drawd~vn or
head available for development, However~ in the
Housatonic River valley bet~qeen the Massachusetts
stateline and Fails Village; in parts of the Ho]lenbeck~ Sti]l~ and Bantam River valleys; and sma]|
areas elsewhere the saturated section of stratified
drift generally consists of an upper zone of sand
or sand and gravel underlain by very fine sand~
silt~ and clay. Wells cannot be completed in the
flne-grained materlal~ and the head avai]ab|e for
development ~s limited to the upper part of the
saturated section.

Table 20.--Values of hydraulic conductivity assigned
to materials of stratified drift for estimating
transmissivfty
(14~terials classification based on Wentworth
Grade Scale)

Material
Coarse gravel
Median gravel
Gravel
Fine gravel
Sandy gravel
Sand and gravel
Very coarse sand
Coarse sand
Median sand
Fine sand
Very fine sand
Silty sand
Sand and silt
Sand~ silt~ and clay
Silt
Silt and clay
Clay

Hydraulic
conductivity
(it/day)
400-670
270-670
200-400
200-400
135-400
135-335
135-400
I05-335
33-135
7- 67
3- 20
|0- 16
3- lO
3- 6
3
2- 3
1

Transmlssivlty depends on both hydraulic conductivity and saturated thickness and will differ
where either or both of these cheracteristtcs change.
Some stratifled-drlft areas~ such as the valley between Robblns Swamp and the village of Canaan, have
high transmissivlty (see pl. B) because they have a
thick saturated section~ even though they are underlain by predominately fine-grained sediments. Conversely~ coarse-grained stratified drift may be
relatively thin yet have a hlgh transmissfvity.
Hydraulic boundaries

Transmlss~vity is a measure of the ability of
an aquifer to transmit water. In conjunction with
storage-coefficient values and a knowledge of the
aquifer boundarfes~ it enables one to estimate the
specific capacity of a proposed well and the spatial
distribution of water levels around wells pumping
at a constant rate for any given period of time.
The transmfsslvitles of the stratified drift at
many points in the basln~ as computed from specific
capacity and pumping-test data~ are shown in table
19. In additlon~ transmlsslvity was estimated at
the sites of 335 wells and test holes for which
geologists’ or drillers’ logs are available. The
estimates utilize the relationship between hydraulic
conductivity and grain-size distribution (Krumbe~n
and Monk 1942~ Masch and Denny I~66) and are less
tellable than values c~Iculated from specificcapacity and pumping-test data. The hydrau|ic
conductivltles assigned to the various sediments
constituting the stratlfled-drift aquifers are
listed in table 20.
Plate B shivs the areal distribution of transmissivity for much of the stratlfled-drlft unit.
The transmlssivitles shown on this plate were
delineated by I) plotting the values determined
by the methods described above and 2) interpolating
between the data points to locate the approximate
boundaries of each of the transmissivity ranges.
Estimates are confined to areas for which subsurface data are available.

Hydraulic boundaries limit the continuity of
an aqulfer~ thereby affecting the tlme-distancedrawdown relationships resulting from its development. Two types~ termed impermeable-battler
boundaries and line-source boundarie% and their
effect on the response of an aquifer to pumping are
fully described in Ferrls and others (1962). The
till-bedrock val]ey walls constitute impermeable
barrier boundaries for the adjacent stratifieddrift aqulfers) as shown on figure 35, To simplify
the analyses of the hydrologic effect of these
boundarle% they can be idealized as straight lines
approximately coincident with the IO-foot saturated
thickness contour lines, (See pI. D.) Major
perennial streams or large lakes hydraulically connected to stratlfled-drift aquifers are considered
line-source boundaries. (See fig, 36.) In subsequent analyses they are also idealized as straight
]ines coincident with the streams, Because the
rivers and lakes in the basin do not penetrate ~he
full thickness of the aquifer~ it is not possible
to define the effective ]ocat{on of a line-source
boundary exactly without performing detailed site
tests.
Amount and variability of natural recharge
Natural recharge to the stratified drift consists of 1) precipitat(on on this unlt that infiltrates to the water table and 2) ground water that
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flows into tile stratified drift from the adjacent
till-bedrock uplands. Where recharge by induced
infiitratlon from streams is small or nonexistent~
well yields are sustained by natural recharge.
Quantities of ground water greater than the average
annual recharge may be developed from such areas
but with a resulting net decrease in storage and
with a decline in ground-water levels.
Natural recharge can be determined by measuring and summing the components of discharge over a
period in which there is no net change in groundwater storage. Ground-water outflowj the sum of
ground-water runoff to streams and underflow;
accounts for the major part of ground-water discharge from most drainage areas in southern New
England and has been used as a conservative estimate
of natural recharge (Randall and others; 1965;
Ryder and others~ 1970). Detailed estimates of
ground-water recharge require data on the magnitude
of ground-water evapotransp~ration and on discharge
by pumping.
Hydrologic studies in nonurbanized areas elsewhere in Connecticut show that differences in
amounts of ground-water outf|ow between basins are
related to differences in the proportion of stratified drift they contain (Randall and others~ 1965;
Thomas and others~ I~67; Ryder and others~ 1970).
Figure 37 shows the relation between the percentage
of total area underlain by stratified drift and the
annual ground-water outflow from small drainage
basins in Connecticut~ Massachusettsj and New York.
Data from five areas within the upper Housatonic
River basin are included on figure 37 and are also
listed separately in table 21. ’The scatter of points
about the curve on figure 37 is probably due to a
combination of the following factors: rough approxlmations of ground-water outflow; inclusion of upland
areas of unsaturated stratified drift; changes in
ground-water storage over the period of analysis;
areal differences and annual variations in the
amount of ground-water evapotranspiration; and
unmeasured ground-water discharge from pumping.
If the ratio of ground-water outflow to total
outflow from an area is assumed to be nearly constant from year to year~ a conservative estimate of
aquifer recharge for any nonurbanized area and for
any critically dry period can be made. The average
annual ground-water outflow~ the ground-water outflow
equaled or exceeded 7 years in lO, and the long-term
minimum ground-water outflow from stratified drift
underlying any nonurbanized part of the basin are
estimated from plate D and figures 17 and 37 as
fol I~vs:

I. Determine from plate 8 the areal extent
of the stratified-drift aquifer and the adjacent
till-bedrock drainage area from which ground water
flows into the stratified drift.
2. Measure the total area delineated; also
measure the area of stratified drlft~ ~n square
miles. Compute the percentage of the total area
underlain by stratified drift.
3. Determine the mean annual runoff in millions
of gallons per day~ for the area~ by use of the
isopleths on figure 17.
4. From figure 37 determine the percentage
of mean annual runoff that consists of groundwater outflow.
outflow (approximately equal to average annual
natural recharge) by multlply~ng the mean annual
runoff (mgd) by the appropriate percentage.
6. Compute the ground-water outflow equaled
or exceeded 7 years in I0 by multiplying the average
annual ground-water outflow by 0.84; also compute
the long-term minimum outflow by multiplying the
average annual ground-water outflow by 0.4. These
coefficients are the ratios of total runoff equaled
or exceeded 7 years in I0 and the minimum total
runoff to the mean annual runoff of the Housatonlc
River at Falls Village (56 years of record). Thls
technique of estimating ground-water recharge is
illustrated on figure 38,
Induced infiltration
Sustained pumping of wells tapping stratified
drift can lower the water table beneath adjacent
stream and lake beds~ inducing recharge from these
surface-~ter bodies to the aquifer. Walton and
Ackroyd (1966~ p. 3) state "When a well is pumped~
water is first withdrawn from storage within the
aquifer {n the immediate vicinity of the well.
The cone continues to spread~ drawing water from
storage within an increasing area, of influence.
Water levels in the vicinity of the stream are
lowered and more and more of the water which under
natural conditions would have discharged into the
stream as ground-~vater runoff or into the atmosphere as evapotranspiration is diverted toward the
well. Ultimately water levels may be l~vered below
all or part of the surface of the stream in the
immediate vicinity of the well and the aquifer is
recharged by the influent seepage of surface water."
Several large-capacity industrial and public-supply
wells in the basin have derived much of their water
by induced infiltration.
Potential recharge from induced infiltration
can be estin~ted fro~l the follo~ing modified form
of the Darcy equation, as adapted from Walton and
others (1967~ p. 4):
R = [tSrAr
Wherel
R = potential recharge by induced streambed
{nfiltration~ {n gallons per day (gpd).
It= average infiltration rate of streambed
for a particular surface-water temperature; in gpd per square foot of streambed per foot of head loss.
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Sr = average head loss within streambed area
of infiltration or average depth of
water in a stream for a particular
stream stage~ depending on the position
of the water table~ ~n feet.
Ar = streambed area of infiltration~ in square
The average infiltration rate, It~ under conditions of constant temperature and gradient is
controlled by the vertical hydraulic conductivity
of the streambed sediments. Although the materials
underlying streams that traverse a stratified-drift
aquifer may be described in general terms as silty~
association of inorganic and organic-rich sediments~
the coalpos~tlon of which may be altered by erosion
or deposition. The vertical hydraulic conductivity
is related to sediment llthology and is~ thereforej
subject to significant spatial and temporal variaChanges in stream-bottom sediments can significantly affect the yield of a nearby well. For
example~ five wells of the Kimberly Clark Corporation~ NMI 3~ 4~ 5~ 6~ and 7 (see plate A)~ drilled
close to the Housatonic River at New Milford~
yielded 533 to I~404 gpm each when completed in
1956-58. Subsequent changes in streambed sediments~ probably resulting from the impoundment of
the river downstream at Shepaug Dam, produced a
significant decline in well y~elds. Recharge pits
~qere thereupon constructed, and well yields were
restored to their original rates. Sedimentation on
the bottoms of the recharge pits again reduced the
stream infiltration~ and the wells were abandoned.
Infiltration rates also vary with the temperature of the surface water. A change in the temperature of the water changes the viscosity and thus
the infiltration rate. Temperature-induced changes
in infiltration rates can be computed by use of
temperature and viscosity data~ as shown in Walton
and Ackroyd (1966~ p. ll). Variations in temperature of water in the Housatonic River (fig. 30)
indicate that, for a constant stream stage, the
infiltration rate may be as much as 57 percent
higher and 25 percent lower than it would be at the
median temperature of 9°C.
Data on the infiltration rates of streambed
materials in Connecticut is scant. Ryder and
others (1970) determined an infiltration rate of
59 gpd/ft2/ft at lO°C for streambeds consisting of
sand and gravel in southwestern Connecticut. An
infiltration rate of I05 gpd/ft2/ft at lO°C ~as
computed for a 632-foot reach of streambed in the
lower Housatonlc River basin (Wilson and others~
written communication) where the sediments consist
of poorly sorted gravel.
Estimating well yields
Water is ~ithdrawn from stratified drift by
drilled~ dug~ and driven wells~ which differ in
depth~ diameter, finish~ and other construction
details. The techniques commonly used in constructing such wells are given in Johnson ~1966).
Most wells tapping stratified drift that yield
more than 50 gpm are drilled or dug~ are 6 inches
or more in diameter~ and are finished wlth a screen

(hereafter termed screened ~ells). Sixty-four such
wells inventoried during this basin study (Melvin~
1970) yield from 17 gpm to I~404 9pm and have a
median yield of 200 gpm. The specific capacities
of 44 of these wells range from 0.4 gpm/ft to 49
gprn/ft with a median value of II.l gpm/ft.
Estimates of the potential yields of screened
wells tapping stratlfied-dr~ft aquifers are required in the evaluation of areas favorable for
ground-water development. (See section titled "Large
v~ter supplies from stratlfied-drift aquifers").
The procedure used ~s based on determln~ng the drawdown in a well (or ~vells) for a given constant
pumping rate after 200 days without recharge. If:
after this period~ the water level ~n the well is
above the top of the well screen~ continuous pumping at the proposed rate is considered feasible.
A 200-day pumping period is used~ as it approximates
the longest kno~.m period of little or no groundwater recharge in the basin. The maximum available
drawdown in a well is considered to be equal to the
thickness of saturated material above the top of
the screen and can be determined from plate B. For
example~ at a site on plate B where the average
saturated thickness is lO0 feet and the screen is
to be set in the lower 30 feet~ the maximum available drawd~.m is 70 feet.
An estimate of the yield of a screened well
tapping stratified drift can be made at any site
where the hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer
and the approximate location of hydraulic boundaries
are known. The saturated thickness and transm[ssivity data for many stratlfied-drift areas in the
basin are sh~n on plate B~ and the method used to
determine the drawdown in a well is outlined in the
following section.
Estimating drawdown
The drawdown in a pumping well that taps the
stratified-drift aquifer includes at least three~
and may include all~ of the following components:
I.

Sa, the aquifer drawdov~n for a specific discharge and transmissivity

2.

Sd: drawdown due to dewatering of the aquifer

3.

Sp~ drawdown due to partial penetration of the
aquifer
Se~ drawd~qn due to moving water from the aquifer into the well~ termed entrance loss

5.

si, drawd~n due to other pumping wells

6.

Sb, drawdown due to impermeable-barrler boundaries

7.

Sr~ buildup due to line-source boundaries
For a specific well discharge~ Q, the total
in the pumping well can be expressed as:
Stotal = sa + sd + Sp + se + si + sb - sr

The aquifer drawdown, Sa~ is computed by the
Theis equation (Theis~ 1935, p. 520~ Ferris and
others~ 1962~ p. 92):
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Fixture 3~.--Relation between aquifer drawdown and well discharqe.
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Sa

~ du
S/4Tt

Where: u = r2S/4Tt
so = aquifer drawdown~ in feet at any point
of observation in the vicinity of a
well discharging at a constant rate
Q = constant well discharge) in cubic feet
per day
T

= transmissivity> in feet squared per day

r

= distance in feet from the center of the
discharging well to the point of observation

S

= storage coefficient

t

= time~ in days since pumping started

Z

DISTANCE FROM PUMPING

WELL, IN

FEET

When determining the aquifer drawdown in the
pumping well itself, the distance r is generally
taken as equal to the well radius.
Figure 39 sh~qs the relationship between sa in
a pumping well and various discharge rates (Q)~
calcu|ated for the upper Housatonic River basin
where:
T, transmissivity = 1,000~ 2~000~ 5~000~ 8~000,
12,000~ and 16~000 ft2/day

r~ radius of the pumping well = l foot
average storage coefficient = 0,2
ts time since pumping began = 200 days
As previously stated~ impermeable-barrier and
line-source boundaries limit the hydraulic continuity
of an aquifer. F~gures 3~ and 36 illustrate how
boundary conditlons are equated to a system of
infinite areal extent by use of recharging and discharging image wells. Different configurations of
boundaries and pumping wells in aquifers can also
be made hydraulically equivalent to an aquifer of
infinite areal extent by use of arrays of image
wells. (See Ferris and others~ 1962~ p. 144.) The
drawdown (Sb) or buildup (Sr) of the water table
produced by the resulting image wells can be est~mated from figure 40 or calculated by use of the
TheWs equation. (See fig. 43.)

DISTANCE FROM PUMPING \VELL, IN FEET

The drawdown in a well can be approximately
adjusted for dewatering of the aquifer by the following equation (Jacob~ 1944; Walton~ 1962, p. 7)=
s’ = s-(s2/2b)
Where:

s~ = the drawdown~ in feet) that would occur
if the saturated thickness of the aquifer d~d not decrease (equal to sa as
previously defined)
table conditions (equal to sa + sd as
previously defined)
b = initial saturated thickness of the aquifer in feet

DISTANCE FROM PUMPING WELL, IN FEET

Figure 40.--D~stance-drawdown curves for selected
values of transmiss~v~ty IT) and pumpinq rates
(Q). Time (t) since pumpin9 started is 200 days
and storage coefficient (S) is 0.2.
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Where:

screen length
saturasea ~n~ckness
rw

radius of the well in feet

Kv

hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
in the vertical direction

Kh

hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
in the horizontal direction

b

initial saturated thickness~ in feet

Values of Cpp are sh~,zn on figure 42 for
selected values of =and b were calculated for
24-inch diameter wells and a ratio Kv:Kh of O.l.
As the actual Kv:Kh value at a site is seldom
known~ the drawdown adjustments for partial penetration are approximate.

UNCORRECTED AQUIFER DRAWDOWN (Sa},lN FEET
Figure 4l.--Drawdown correction for dewaterlnq of
an aquifer,
The drawdown due to dewaterings Sds is equal
to s-s’ in the preceding equation, Figure 41 is
a graph that can be used to quickly correct drawd~,/ns for the effects of dewaterlng of the aquifer;
it relates values of sd to values of sa for representative saturated thicknesses ranging from 20 to
120 feet.
Wells in stratified drift are generally
screened in only a part of the total saturated
thickness which results in the convergence of flow
toward the screened section, The drawdown in a
pumping well can be approximately adjusted for the
effects of thls partial penetration by the following equation (Waltons 1962~ p, 8):

The drawdown required to move the water from
the aquifer into the wells termed entrance loss
(Se)s is related to screen design and well development (Johnson~ 1966~ p, 128-130), The data required
to determine this component of total drawdown were
not available, Therefore~ in estimating yields in
subsequent sections of this report~ the wells are
assumed to be I00 percent efflcient; and no drawdown correction for entrance loss is made,
The Theis equation and other equations used
to evaluate the components of drawdown are based
on a constant value of transmissivity; when pumping
produces substantial thinnin9 of an aquifer~ transmissivity decreases significantly. For this
reasons it is rarely possible to determines for a
well tapping stratified drift~ its maximum potential
yield; that is~ the pumping rate that would lower
the water level in the well to the top of the screen
after 200 days of pumping. The pumping rates used
in subsequent analyses are limited to those producing drawdowns (sa values) in the hypothetical
wells equal to about 25 percent of the saturated
thickness of the aquifer. An example illustrat~ng
how the various drawdown components are evaluated
and summed is shown on figure 43.
Large water supplies from stratifieddrift aquifers

Where:
sa

= the aquifer drawdown in feet for a well
screened and open to the entire saturated thickness of the aquifer (fully
penetrating well)

s" = the drawdown in feet for a partially
penetrating well (equal to sa + Sp as
previously defined)
Cpp = the correction factor for partial penetration
Values of Cpp are calculated by the Kozeny equation.
(See Butler~ 1957s p. 160.)~

The planned development of the stratified-drift
aquifers should be based on data adequate to answer
the fol]owlng questions:
I. How much ground water can be obtained from
a well or group of wells tapping any of these aquifers?
2. What is the maximum amount of water that
can be withdrawn on a sustained basis under a
given management scheme?
3. What will be the effect of any proposed
plan of ground-water development on the hydrologic
system?
The information in this report cannot answer
all these questions for any particular site in the
basin but is adequate to (1) define the geohydrologic
setting of many of the stratifled-drift aquifers
(2) identify and delineate areas potentially favorable for development and (3) allow semiquantitative
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Figure 42.--Correction factor for partial penetration for selected values
of saturated thickness and fractional penetration.
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D COMPUTATION OF Sa AT Ip
(FROM THEIS EQLIATION OR FIG 39)

RECHARGING DISTANCE FROM BUILDUP
IMAGE WELL pUMPING(FT)WELL 1P

E. DRAWDOWN DUE TO DEWATERING OF
THE AQUIFER Sd
(FROM JACOB EQUATION
OR FIG41)

PUMPING WELL IP
(FT)

F. COMPUTATION OF DRAWDOWN DUE TO
PARTIAL PENETRATION
(FROM KOZENY EQUATION OR FIG42)

B. Si, DRAWOOWN DU~ TO PUMPING OF
WELL 2p,2000 FT. FROM tp(FROM
THEIS EQUAT(ON OR FIG 39)
Si : 15 FT

G Se. ENTRANCE LOSS = 0
(WELL ASSUMED TO BE 100 PERCENT
EFFICIENT)

H. TOTAL DRAWDOWN AT HYPOTHETICAL
PUMPING WELL Ip

Figure 4~.--Estimation of drawdown in a hypothetlcal well,
Stratified-drift aquifer depicted with idealized straight-llne hydraulic boundaries is tapped by two hypothetical wells (l and 2P). These wells are 24-in. diameter~ are screened in the lower three-tenths (0.3)
of the aquifer and discharge at a rate of 400 gpm (77~000 cubic ft per day) each. The initial average
transmlsslvlty of the aquifer is 5~000 ft2/day~ the saturated thickness is 80 f% and the storage coefficient
is 0.2. The image well system used to balance the hydraulic boundaries consists of recharging wells (solid
circles) and discharging wells (open circles) and extends to a distance where the drawdowns or buildups as
measured at well IP are less than O.Ol ft. Drawdowns are calculated for a pumping period of 200 days.
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estimates of well and aquifer yields in selected
areas, Quantltat~ve appraisals of well and aquifer
ylelds and the effects of development on the hydro1ogle system will require detai]ed site tests, In
add~tlon~ possible economic and legal constraints
are beyond the scope of this report,
E~ght areas in the basin underla{n by stratified drift are considered favorable for the
deveropment of large ground-water suppiies, The
areas and their estimated long-term yields are
shown on plate D and are also listed in table 26.
1) the average transmissiv~ty of the stratified
drift is relatively high (greater than 4~000 feet
squared per day) and the saturated thickness is at
least 40 feet 2) moderate to large quantities of
streanlflow enter the areas and 3) the aquifers are
wide enough to minimize the effects of imperlneablebarrier boundaries.
In each area an estimate v~s made of the total
quantity of water potentially available over a long
perfod of t~me and the proportion of this quantity
that can be w~thdrawn on a sustained basis. Under
present management schemes~ ground-water withdrawals are relatively constant throughout the
year or high during the period of l~ttle or no
recharge. In add~tlon~ the water is generally
not returned to the aquifer or stream traversing
the aquifer. The ground-water pumpage over a long
period of time is therefore limited to the quantity
available from natural recharge and induced infiltration from streams.
For the favorable areas in this basin~ the
quantity of water potent~ally available is considered to be the sum of l) the ground-water outflow that is equaled or exceeded 7 years in lO
from the favorable area and also from the adjacent
t~l]-bedrock drainage area and 2) the 90-percent
flow duration of streams entering the area. The
procedure for determining the ground-water outflow
is contained in the section titled "Amount and
variability of natural recharge." The 90-percent
fl~v duration of streams entering a favorable area
can be determined by the methods described in the
section titled "Variations in streamflow."
The ground-water outflow and streamflc~.~ parameters selected as the quantity of water potentially available limit the stress on a stream-aquifer
system. Withdrawal of this amount of v~ter under
the present management scheme would dry up an
adjacent reach of stream approximately lO percent
of the time and would not result in a long-term
decrease in ground-water storage. Alternative
management schemes~ that utilize l~q-flow augmentation~ artificial recharge~ or increased withdrawal
rates during periods of high streamflow would
require d~fferent estimates of the total quantity
of water potentially available.
The proportion of potentially available water
that can be withdrawn on a sustained basis was computed by use of methods discussed in the sections
of this report entitled "Estimating well ylelds~"
"Estimating drawdown~" and "Induced infiltration."
The hydraulic boundaries of the stratlf~ed-drift
aquifer underlying each favorable area were idealized as straight llnes~ and the average transmissivity within these boundaries was computed.

Favorable areas A~ C> D~ and G are traversed by
fairly large perennial streams~ which would most
likely constitute llne-source boundaries under conditions of development. Because the effectiveness
and position of these line-source boundaries are
uncertain~ two analytical models were made for
these areas. In one model the stream was treated
as fully penetrating~ and a line-source boundary
was positioned approximately coincident with the
stream, A second model contained only impermeablebarrier boundaries. The long-term yields corresponding to the two models represent estimated maximum
and minimum values for each area.
Hypothetical wells were located in the thickest
and most transmissive sections of the aquifers and
as close as feasible to any streams. The hypothetical wells~ with the exception of those in favorable area H~ are all 24-inch diameter~ are screened
~n the l~er three-tenths (0.3) of the aquifer~ and
are 100 percent efficient. In area H~ two real
wel]s (DY 36 and 37) rather than hypothetical wells~
were utilized. The construction characteristics
of these real wells are given in the companion basicdata report (Helvin~ 1970~ p. 8). For all areas~
the ratio of vertical to horizontal conductivity
(Kv:Kh) is assumed to be l:lO~ and the long-term
storage coefficient is 0.2.
The total drawdown in either real or hypothetical wells resultlng from constant pumping over
a 200-day period of little or no recharge was computed, An example of drawdown computation is
sh~qn on figure 43. The maximum withdrawal rate
that the aquifer as modeled could sustain without
l) producing excessive drawd~n ~n the wells at the
end of 200 days> or 2) exceeding the total quantity
of water potentially available is the estimated
long-term yield, During the yearly 165 days of
recharge the aquifer ~s assumed to be capable of
sustaining the long-term yield without drawing
water levels below the top of the well screen.
The long-term yields would be sustained by a
combination of the capture of ground-water outflow
and induced recharge from streams° It is assumed
that the wells> as situated in the various models~
could capture at least 75 percent of the groundwater outflow equaled or exceeded 7 years in 10.
The additional amount of water required to sustain
the long-term yield would come from the streams by
induced infiltration. To determine if the required
rate of induced recharge ~s reasonable~ values of
stream length~ width~ and depth measured at low
flow were substituted into the equation R = ItS Ar.
(See section titled "Induced ~nfiltration.") T~e
average infiltration rate per foot of streambed
(I~) necessary was computed and compared with known
values for similar streambed materials. All comthe anticipated recharge by induced infiltration
is> therefore~ considered to be reasonable.

TILL

Till was a major source of water for dcm~estic
and farm supplies but has been largely supplanted
by crystalline bedrock, Inadequate yields with
respect to modern requirements~ the susceptibility
to pollution~ and the economic ability of homeowners
to pay for drilled bedrock wells are the principal
reasons for the general abandonment of till as an
aquifer.

The hydraulic conductivity of till is 1owj and
the saturated section is genera11y thin and variable,
Laboratory values of the hydraulic conductivitles
of til] in other parts of southern New England
(Randall and others, 1966; Allen and others, 1966;
Sammel and others~ 1966; Baker and othersj 1964)
ranged from 0.01 to 41 feet per day.
Areas in the basin where till is known or
inferred to be at least 40 feet thick have been
delineated on plate B. These relatively thick
accumulations of till are significant in that l) if
located in areas where the water table is near the
land surface they may be tapped by shallow wells
for small water supplies 2) one can estimate the
depth to the underlying bedrock aquifer before
driIllng a well and 3) such areas may in the
future be suitable for certain types of subsurface
waste disposal.

CRYSTALLINE BEDROCK

In areas not served by a public water supplyj
most homes and commercial establishments depend on
wells that tap crystalline bedrock. A brief description of the extent, composition, and hydro]ogic
characteristics of this aquifer is given in the
section titled "Hydrologic Framework." The quantity
of water that may be pumped continuously from a well
in bedrock is dependent on the amount of recharge
the aquifer receives and the rate at which it transmits water to the well. Natural rechargej derived
from precipltat{on on the ti11-bedrock uplands, is
estimated to average 7 inches a year. Under conditions of development~ additional recharge may be
derived from overlying saturated till and stratified
drift or from nearby surface-water bodies. Some
recharge may also result from disposal of septic
wastes to the ground.
. The rate at which water will move through
crystalline bedrock under a given hydrauilc gradient
is dependent on several factors, The water circulates
through secondary openings coi]ectlveIy termed fracturesj and the rate of water movement is a function
of the distributfon~ orientation~ size~ spacing,
continuity~ and degree of interconnection of these
of these fractures. In turn, the fracture pattern
is related to the type of rockj the geologic history~
and the topography.
Development of a water supply
The most frequently asked questions concerning
crystalline bedrock aquifers are:
I.

H~v much water will a well yield?

2.

How deep must a well be?

3, Where is the best place to drill?
Exact answers to these questions are not posslrelated factors. For example~ the yield of a well
is in part governed by the number and size of
water-bearing fractures that it intersects~ which~
in turn~ may be a function of rock type; thickness
of saturated rock penetrated; topographic position;
and depth to the water table. Statistical answers~
however~ such as "75 percent of the bedrock wells
yield at least 3.5 gpm" can be given.

Fi3ure 44.--Cumulative-frequency distribution of
yields from wells tapping bedrock.
Records of 734 wells ~ere selected from those
available to evaluate the frequency distribution
of yields from crystalline bedrock. These wells
are all 6 or 8 inches in diameter and were drilled
by the cable-tool or air-percussion method. They
differ in the thickness of saturated bedrock penetrated~ topographic positlon~ type of bedrock~ and
type of overburden. Wells in which more than 35
feet of the upper part of the bedrock was unsaturated or cased off and those tapping weathered bedrock were excluded,
The cumulative frequency distribution of the
yields of the bedrock wells is shown on figure 44.
From this figure it can be seen that the reported
yields range from less than l to 200 gpm, also
that 50 percent of the wells yield 7 9pm or more
and 95 percent yleld more than 1 gpm. The frequency distribution sho~n on figure 44 is similar
to that of crystalline bedrock well yields in the
adjacent lower Housatonlc River basin (Wilson and
others, written communication).
To estimate the optimum depth of a bedrock
well~ it is instructive to compare the yields of
wells that penetrate different thicknesses of
saturated bedrock, Ellis (1909) observed that the
distribution of water-bearing fractures differs
from place to place and that they diminish in size
and frequency with increasing depth. Accordingly,
the yields of wells penetrating equal thicknesses
of bedrock will vary conslderably~ but at a given
site the yield should increase as a well is drilled
to greater depth. The rate at which the yield
increases however should become progressively
smaller wlth depth.
A sample of 824 well records from the basin
(the 734 wells used on figure 45 plus 90 others)

was selected to examine the relationship between
yield and thickness of saturated uncased bedrock
penetrated. The wells were divided into II
classes~ each class conta~nlng those wells that
termlnate in the same depth interval, for
examplej wells that penetrate between 51 and 75
feet of saturated uncased bedrock are grouped in
the same class. The statistical summary of the
data is shown on f~gure 45 and confirms the areal
variab~llty of fracture distribution in that
yields within each class interval differ considerably. The progressively l~er median yields
with increasing depth suggest that many of the
deeper wells in the basin were drilled at sites
where the upper part of the bedrock was unproductive. The data on figure 45~ however~ cannot
be used to predict the addlt~onal quantity of
water that will be obtained by drilling a well to
greater depths. It does show~ for example~ that
from lO to 90 percent of the wells penetrating
from lOl to 125 feet of saturated uncased rock
yield from 2.5 to 35 9pm~ whereas wells penetrating 301 to 400 feet yield 0.5 to 15 gpm. If 20
gpm is not obtained after tapping 125 feet of
saturated rock~ the probability of obtaining this
yield by drilling deeper seems to become progressively less.
well yields~ are a function of rock type~ geologic
history~ and topography. An attempt to evaluate the
relationship of rock type to well yield~ is shown
on figure 46. The evaluation was made because of the
large amount of carbonate bedrock in the basin, a
rock type present only in a few other small parts

of Connecticut. In addition to that for carbonate
bedrock~ the frequency distribution of well yields
for noncarbonate rocks is shown on figure 46. The
nonearbonate rocks are subdivided into granular
(gneiss~ granite~ diorite, and related rocks) and
schistose (schistj phyllite~ and related rocks)
varieties. The general dlstribution of carbonate
bedrock is shown on figure 49. Detailed descriptions and maps of various crystalline rocks in the
basin are contained in maps and reports by Rodgers
and others (1959)~ Gates (1951~ 1952~ 1959~ 1961)~
Gates and Christensen (1965)~ Clarke (1958)~ Zen
and Hartshorn (1966)~ and Prucha and others (1968).
The cumulative frequency distributions of
well yields on figure 46 ~ndicate that carbonate
bedrock is significantly more productive than the
noncarbonate rocks and that the schistose rock type
is the feast productive. This evaluation~ like
previous studies that have attempted to relate well
yields to factors such as rock type and topography
(Ellis~ 1909~ Cushman and others~ 1953, Thomas and
others~ 1967), cannot be considered conclusive.
Yield-affecting factors are interrelated~ and the .
effect of rock type cannot be completely ~solated
from topographic positlo% type and thickness of
overburden~ and depth of saturated bedrock penetrated.

WEATHERED CRYSTALLINE BEDROCK

Weathered crystalline bedrock of both the carbonate and noncarbonate type underlies a few small
parts of the basin. The extent and thickness of
this semiconsolidated material cannot be delineated.
The area of largest kn~qn extent consists of a
nearly 2~O00-foot-long section of undetermined
thickness exposed in Shepau9 Aqueduct Tunnel near
Bantam~ Connecticut (Agar~ 1927~ p. 35). In other
parts of Connecticut, wells in weathered crystalline
bedrock yield more water than those tapping nonweathered rock. Ryder and others (1970~ p. 26)
state that weathered carbonate bedrock can yield
as much as 200 gpm to individual drilled wells.
Seventeen wells in the upper Housatonic River basin
believed by the authors to tap weathered bedrock
y~eld 3.5 to 36 gpm. In most of these wells however
a large proportion of the weathered rock was cased
off to prevent caving,

QUALITY OF GROUND WATER

SATUIIATED UNCASED BEDROCK PENETRATED, IN FI,;Igf
Fi.qure 45.--Summary of yields of wells tappinq
various thicknesses of saturated uncased bedrock.

The quality of ground water in the upper Housatonic River basin is influenced by both natural and
man-related conditions. Natural factors that
influence its chemical quality include l) chemical
content and pH of prec~pltation; 2) mineral and
organic composition of the so~l and the associated
cover of organic debris (leaf mold and decaying
vegetation); and 3) mineral composition of the
aquifers. Man-made factors include contamination
by domestic sewage, animal wastej chemical fertilizers and road salt. The major constituents d{ssolved in ground water in the basin are s[lica~
calcium~ magnesium~ bicarbonate~ and sulfate; most
of these are in ionic form and represent various
combinations of calcium and magnesium bicarbonate
and calcium and magnesium sulfate. Calcium is predominant~ and ground water in the area is of the
calcium bicarbonate or calcium sulfate type. This
ciassification is based upon e comparison of the
equivalent weights of bicarbonate and sulfate in
the water samples. Water that approximately equal
bicarbonate and sulfate equivalent weights is
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Figure 46.--Cumulative-frequency distribution of yields from wells tappin9 carbonat% noncarbonate ~ranular~
and noncarbonate schistose types of crystalline bedrock.
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classed as intermediate. The followlng table
summarizes the comparison of calcium bicarbonate
versus calcium sulfate type water for the main
aquifers of the has[no
Aquifer

Water type
Calcium
bicarbonate

Stratified
Carbonate
bonate
drift
bedrock
bedrock
(58 samples) (27 samples) (76 samples)
percent
percent
percent

97

IO0

82

3

0

9

Percent (total) IO0

IO0

100

Calcium
sulfate
Intermediate

The predominance of water of the calcium bicarbonate type in the basin is an asset; such water
tends to be less acidic and has a lower hardness
than water of the calcium sulfate type. As a result~
distribution systems carryin9 water of the calcium
bicarbonate type are less likely to fa~l through
corrosion and less likely to be plugged by hard
scale, which is difficult to remove.
The quality of the 9round water in the basin
may change over a period of tlme especially ~n the
shallow stratlfied-drift aquifers. Figure 47 shows
such changes in chlor[de~ nitrate~ iron, and dissolved solids for water from three wells [n stratified drift during a 6-month period ending in May
1967. The wells were nearly unused; therefore, all
samples are believed by the authors to show the
chemical quality of the undeveloped aquifer. Figure
47 shmgs that in some places water-quality parameters
remained constant throughout the period (for example,
hardness of water from well NOC 15), In other places,
the quality varied considerably. The increase [n
chloride content of water from well N0C 16 from 4
to 14 mg/I during a 4-month time span is an example.

Type of
aquifer
and no.
of samples
Stratified
drift
(29 wells)

(76 ~ells)

(S’02) (re)Man- (Hn) {Ca)

Water from this well also increased in hardness
from about 140 to 170 mg/l in 1 month. The figure
also shoves the variation in iron content of water
from the three wells. Soluble iron is released
both to surface water and ground water during
natural reducing processes associated with vegetal
growth and decay cycles. The variations in iron
concentration shown by the monitored wells may
reflect such a seasonal pattern.
water from wells N0C 16 and SY 16 probably result
from natural processes. Chloride fluctuations in
water from wells N0C 15 and NOC 16, on the other
hand, probably result from the use of salt for
winter road maintenance. Either condition indicates
that periodic sampling of water in the stratifieddrift aquifer may be required to delineate the
overall quality in the area.

DIFFERENCESRESULTING FROM
SOURCE MATERIALS
The natural chemical quality of ground water
in the upper Housatonic River basin is largely
influenced by the m~neral composition of the aquifers.
The chemical quality of water in stratified drift
may reflect both the m~neral composition of the drlft
and that of the underlying bedrock. In places, the
drift is composed of material derived from a bedrock unit of different mineral composition; thus,
the composition of the drift differs fron~ that of
the underlying bedrock. Accordingly, the chemical
quality of water frcm the dr~ft may be quite different than that from the bedrock.
The gneiss and schist, which constitute the
bulk of the noncarbonate bedrock~ generally yield
water of good quality with moderate amounts of dissolved solids and with hardness averaging less than
]00 mg/l. The carbonate bedrock commonly yields
water that has significantly more dissolved solids
and is harder than that from areas of noncarbonate
rock. As previously indicated~ water exceeding
180 mg/l in hardness commonly requires softening
for most purposes; 70 percent of the carbonate bedrock wells sampled produced water that would require
treatment. A summary of the chemical characteristics
of water from the major aquifers of the basin is
shc~n in table 22.

Hag~ (H£) Sodium (IJa+K) (HC03) {S04) (CI) (NO3) Dissolved

solids

IRON AND MANGANESE
Iron and manganese are dissolved in most ground
water in the upper Housatonlc River basin. In ~ow
concentration% they are of l~ttle consequence~ but
in moderate to high concentrations~ they are of
major importance, Iron and manganese are in solution in ground water as the ferrous iron; the ferric
ion is relatively insoluble. When water containing
bicarbonate is withdrawn from an aquifer~ the soluble ferrous iron is oxidized to form ferric hydroxide~ which precipitates as a reddish br~.m flocculate.
This precipitates discolors clothing~ porcelain fixture% and any item in prolonged contact with the
water. In additions the oxidation of ferrous iron
removes bicarbonate ions from solution and lowers
the pH. Where iron-r~ch ground water is in extended
contact with air~ such as in vent p~pes and storage
tanks~ corrosive water may be a serious problem.
The chemical activity of manganese is similar to
that of iron except that its precipitate is gray or
black. The manganese precipitate is often masked
by the color of the more abundant iron precipitate.
Stratified drif% which has a high potential
for ground-water development~ also has the greatest
number of problems with excessive iron and manganese. Water from 27 percent of the wells tapping
stratified drift had excessive iron concentrations~
and water from 50 percent had excessive manganese
concentrations, as shown in table 23.

iron and manganese concentrations in water from
stratified drift are frequently troublesome even in
areas underlain by carbonate bedrock because most
of the stratified drift ~s derived from upland regions
consisting of noncarbonate bedrock. Table 23 contrasts iron and manganese concentrations in strat~lied drift underlain by carbonate and noncarbonate
bedrock.
Bedrock in the upper Housatonic River basin is
the source of the iron and manganese in the ground
water. The noncarbonate rocks~ especially schist,
are the chief contributors of these elements. Table
23 sh~s the percentage of wells sampled in carbonate and noncarbonate bedrock producing water that
equaled or exceeded the U,S. Public Health Service
drinking water standards of 0.3 mg/I iron and 0.05
mg/1 manganese,
Areas in the basin with an average or greaterthan-average probability of yielding ground water
with excessive iron or manganese concentrations
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are shown on figure 48. In three of these areas
(A~ B~ and C) the troublesome concentrations are
in water from bedrock. In the fourth area, (O)~
the high concentrations are in water from stratified drift. A brief discussion of each problem
area is given below.
Area A ~s ~n the northwest corner of the basin
in the towns of Salisbury and Sharon. The bedrock
believed by the authors to be the source of iron
and manganese is a schist unit associated with the
old Salisbury iron dfstrlc% where small bodies of
ore were once mined. Chemical analyses of water
from a formation of similar l~thology in Massachusetts (Berkshire Schfst)~ show significantly high
values of iron and manganese (Norvitch and Lamb~
I~66). Water from all three of the wells sampled
showed iron or manganese concentrations above the
U.S. Public Health Service recommended limits.
Wachocastinook Creek~ ~.~hlch drains a large part of
Area A also sh~ed an extremely high manganese
concentration (4.6 mg/l)~ when sampled under lowfl~v conditions.
Area B lies along the Goshen-Cornwall boundary
and extends south into the tm.m of Litchfleld. The
bedrock underlying the area is a large body of
gneiss composed of at least four rock types. The
rock unit responsible for the iron- and manganeserlch ground water in the area is probably a local
one within the larger gneiss body. Of the seven
ground-water sites sampled in area B~ six yielded
water that exceeded the U.S. Public Health Service
recommended limits for iron and manganese. Ground
water from other areas underlain by the same gneiss
unit~ especially to the south and west of area B~
has generally low concentrations of these elements.
Area C is located along the central part of
the eastern drainage divide of the basin and includes
parts of the towns of Goshen~ Litchfie]d, Morris,
Roxbury~ and Washington, The bedrock probably
responsible for the excessive ~ron and manganese
is part of a large formation composed primarily
of quartzfte~ schist, and gneiss. In the adjacent
l~.~er Housatonic River basin~ high concentrations
of iron and manganese are also associated with
parts of the same formation [Wilson and others~
written communication), In area C~ 8 of ll bedrock wells sampled yielded water that exceeded the
U.S. Public Health Service recommended limits for
ran or manganese.
Area D is in the upper Still River valley and
includes part of the t~.in of Bethel and the area
east of the c~ty of Danbury. The high iron and manganese concentrations of the water here are primarlly caused by the stratified drift. Of the eight
stratifled-drift t,lells that were sampled~ six
yielded water having excess iron or manganese.
Excessive concentrations in water from the area
probably do not originate in the bedrock~ even
though t~,m of three bedrock wells yielded water
with excessive concentrations. Much of the area
is underlain by carbonate bedrock that is commonly
low in iron and manganese. (See table 23.) However~ the t~o main waterways of the area, Still
River and Sympaug 8rook~ carry industrial wastes~
and they may contribute to water pumped from r[verslde wells. Fluctuations in pH and high iron and
manganese concentrations ~n these streams may
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Fi,qure /~8.--Distribution of iron and manganese in ,qround water Jn the upper HousatcPnic River basin.

increase the iron and manganese concentrations of
water from wells pumping at rates high enough to
induce [nfl]trat~on from the streams.
HARDNESS
In the upper Housatonlc River basin~ as elsewher% hardness of ground water is dependent upon
the mlnera] composition of the aquifer. The hardness of water from the stratified-drift~ carbonat%
and noncarbonate aquifers is summarized in the
following table. A table giving ranges of hardness
of water and resultant suitability is in the section
tlt]ed "Quality of water in streams and lakes."

the noncarbonate rocks contain small amounts of
carbonate and calc-siiicate rock (Rodgers and others,
1959). These minerals probably account for the
excessively hard water in the areas of noncarbonate
rocks. Stratified-drift aquifers in areas underlain by carbonate bedrock are the most productive
in the basin. Because ground water from these
areas is likely to be very hard~ plans for largescale development should consider practical methods
for softening or dilution. Dilution with softer
surface-water supplies may involve induced recharge
of surface water. The effect of induced recharge
on quality is discussed in a following section.
is generally soft to moderately hard. The median
hardness from such areas was 85 mg/I for water from
the bedrock wells and 91 mg/I for water frcm the
stratified-drift wells. Of the eight stratifieddrift wells sampled in these areas only ]~ LF
situated north of Bantam Lake (see pl. A), had
water with hardness in excess of 180 mg/I.

NITRATE AND CHLORIDE AS

INDICATORS OF POSSIBLE POLLUTION

As the table ~nd~cate% ground water fn the
basin commonly is moderately hard to very hard. The
probability of obtaining soft water from stratified
drift or carbonate bedrock is sma]]~ whereas the
probability of obtaining very hard water from these
aquifers is more than 50 percent, Of the 29 wells
in stratified drift that were sampled~ 59 percent
yielded water with hardness in excess of 180 mg/1,
This is signlflcant in view of the fact that only
stratified drift can yield large supplies of water
to individual wells, It is clear that the chemical
quality of ground water~ especially its content of
iron and manganese and its hardnes% will be important aspect of any future planning for large supplies
from the aquifers in the basin.
The mineral composition of the underlying bedrock significantly affects the hardness of water
obtained from stratified drift. In areas underlain
by noncarbonate bedrock~ water from eight wells
tapping stratified drift had a median hardness of
91 mg/l, By contrasts in areas underlain by carbonate bedrock~ samples from 21 wells tapping
stratified drift~ had a median hardness of 204
mg/l.
Differences in hardness of ground water in the
basin are shown on figure 49. Nard to very hard
water is obtainable throughout the basin. N~vever,
where carbor~te bedrock underlies an area~ the
probability of obtaining very hard water from either
bedrock or from stratified drift is more than 60
percent. Of the 49 wells sampled in areas of carbonate rock~ two out of three produced water with
a hardness exceeding 180 m9/I. Several scattered
wells tapping noncarbonate bedrock also produced
water wlth hardness exceeding 180 mg/I. Nany of

Under natural conditions~ most ground water
in the upper Housatonlc River basin has low nitrate
and chloride concentrations, Excessive concentrations of either of these constituents suggest contamination by domestic sewag% animal wastes~
chemical fertilizers~ or road salt. The following
table summ~rlzes the nitrate and chloride content
of 132 water samples from the aquifers of the
basin.

o

o,3

0

0,9

o

0.8

8,0

4,6

8.0

0.6

5.4

Water from only 12 of these we11% representing
iess than 10 percent of those sampled~ had nitrate
concentrations greater than 10 mg/l. A nitrate
level above I0 mg/l does not necessarily mean a well
is contaminated. However~ if [t has a concentration
higher than the "background" level~ the possibility
of contamination from septic-tank effluent or
fertilizers should be investigated,
Nitrate nitrogen is the most completely oxidized
form of nitrogen commonly found in a water supply;
it is an end product in the decomposition cyle of
nitrogenous waste material. Other less c~pletely
oxidized forms of nitrogen~ such as nitrite~ ammonia~
and albuminoid; are more reliable indicators of
pollution from sewage. These forms of nitrogen are
normally determined in a "sanitary" analysis. In
low concentrations~ nitrate in drinking water is
not hazardous to health. Cyanosis resulting from
methemoglobinemia may occur in infants {f drinking
water contains hlgh concentrations (45 mg/] or more)
of nitrate. None of the wells sampled in the upper
Housatonlc River basin yielded water exceeding this
l[mito
The chloride ion is not toxic in the concentrations normally found in natural ground water in the
basin; 6,6 mg/] was the median concentration for
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Figure /49o--Distribution of hardness in .qround water in the upper Housaton~c River basin.
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water from 132 wells sampled. Concentrations in
excess of 20 mg/l indicate some outside source of
chloride. Chloride and nitrate largely remain in
solution in ground water~ so that anomalously high
levels may be indicators of potential contamination.

]n the upper Housatonic River basinj as elsewhere in Connectlcut~ surface water is generally
less mineralized than ground water. Thus, induced
~nfiltration normally results in an improvement in

Of the 132 wells samp]ed~ 25~ or about 19 percent~ yielded water that exceeded 20 mg/l ch]orlde.
A comparison of chloride content of water from each
of the major types of aquifers in the basin is
shown in the foll ov#ing table.
Aquifer
Stratified
drift

Carbonate
bedrock

bonate
bedrock

No, of wells
sampled

29

27

76

Percent of
wells sampled
which exceeded
20 mg/l chloride

14

3o

21

More than 20 mg/1 chloride in a sample does
not necessarily mean the water is contaminated
wlth sewage. Chloride in ground water in excess of
natural amounts can be the result of the use of salt
on the roads in winter or the regeneration (backflushing) of ion exchange water-softening units.

EFFECT OF INDUCED RECHARGE
When a well near a surface-water body is pumped~
so that the natural hydraulic gradient toward the
body ~s reversed~ surface water is drawn into the
aquifer. Water from such a well is a mixture~ and
its quality is intermediate between that of ground
water and surface water. The quality of the unmixed
waters and their relative amounts chiefly determine
the quality of the resultant mixture.

The unconsolidated materials lining the stream
act as large filters during per{ads of induced recharge. These materials) chiefly silt~ sand, and
grave]~ remove nearly all the bacterla~ turbidity,
and suspended solids from water as it moves from
stream or lake to the aquifer. Dissolved constituents~ organic and inorganic~ rarely are removed by
streambed fl]tration. Some may be adsorbed by
clay minerals in the streambed~ but most pass
directly into the aquifer. Ions discharged by
many industrial processes, principally those of
copper, zinc, chromium~ and lead~ pass directly into the aquifer.
Ground water has a narrower annual temperature
range than surface water. A consequence of induced
temperature resulting from infiltration of surface
water into the aquifer. The change in temperature
range attributable to ~nduced recharge depends
upon the annual temperature range of the recharging surface-water body and the proportionate amount
it contributes to water pumped from the well. Sealag behind corresponding maximum and minimum surfacewater temperatures (Schneider~ 1962~ p, B-4).
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WATER USE-PRESENT AND FUTURE
USE IN 1967

The total amount of water used in the upper
Housatonic River basin report area during 1967 is
estimated to have been 6~360 million gallons. This
is equivalent to an average of approximately |40
gpd per capita. Domestic and institutional use
accounted for two-thirds of all water~ and more
than half of this large fraction was from public
supplies. Industries obtained more than half of
their water from privately ~,zned surface sources;
97 percent of industrial use was for processing
and cooling water. Agricultural use amounted to
3 percent of the total in the basin; all of it
from private sources.
The sourcej use~ and disposal of water in the
upper Housatonlc River basin are summarized on
figure 50. The data on which this figure is based
were supplied by water utilitles~ major industrial
firms~ and State agencies. Privately owned domestic
use was computed by multiplying an estimated per
capita use of 70 gpd by the total population not
served by public systems. Agricultural use consisted chiefly of water to supply dairy cows~
poultry~ and other livestock in the basin, Little
water was used for irrigation. The actual quantity
of water disposed to public sewage-treatment plants
was probably lower than that estimated; some sewagetreatment facillties in the basin were overloaded at
times and effluent bypassed these facilities, A few
communities or parts of communities had no sewage
treatment during the period of this study. Pollution
abatement pursued by the Connecticut Water Resources
Commission under Public Act 57 of 1967 should improve
these conditions,
Fifteen public and institutional systems supplied water for nearly half the population of the
basin in 1967, They also provided about 30 percent
of the water used by industry that year, The
sources of water~ system capacitlesj types of treatment~ population served~ and other important features
of these major systems are listed in table 24, Plate
C sh~s the general area served by each of these

principal systems and the location of the water
sources.
The major water systems listed in table 24
generally supply soft to moderately hard water with
low dissolved-solids content, Chemical analyses
of samples from 14 of these 15 systems are shown
in table 25. In general the water is of good chemical quality and is well within the standards suggested by the U.S. Public Health Service, Iron and
manganese and color vary considerab~y with time)
and the few high concentrations shown in table 25
are considered to be exceptlonal, Such variations
are more common in water from a surface supply.
They may also be the result of some localized conditions.

FUTURE USE
State projections of population and water consumption to the year 2000 (Connecticut Development
Commissionj 1963a~ 1963b) cover all the southern
half and much of the northern half of the report
area, These projections indicate a doubling of
population with an increase of more than 220 percent in water use in the "Danbury Region" in the
south and about a 30 percent increase in population
with an ~ncrease of nearly 50 percent in water use
for the "Northwestern Connecticut Region" in the
north. A more recent study for the city of Danbury
(Manganero~ Martin~ and Lincoln~ 1967) p, 8-13)~
likewise sh~vs a doubling of populatlon by the
year 2000 and a tripling of average daily demand
for water from about 1,7 billion gallons per year
in 1967 to more than 5 billion gallons per year
in the year 2000, Thus~ it seems likely that the
major demands for water in the report area for
the future will be concentrated in the DanburyBethel-New Milford area. Local sources may not be
able to supply these burgeoning and concentrated
demands~ but if the entire report area is considered~ the water needs in the year 2000 can
easily be met by sources w[thln the upper Nousatonic
River basin,
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DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SUPPLIES
Water may be obtained from streams and aquifers
nearly ever~vhere in the upper Housatonic River
basin. However~ requirements for water differ ~ons{decabiy according to the intended us% and few
sources are suitable for all uses without augmentation or treatment. Large supplies of water can
only be obtained from the major streams and
stratifled-drift aquifers; smaller supplies generally can be obtained from a wider choice of
sources and locations, An understanding of the
alternative potentials for yield and quality of
water ~n an area of interest allows the industrialist, the water manager~ the farmer~ or the homeowne~ to determine whether he can obtain a supply
that is both economical to develop and satisfactory
for his needs,

LARGE SUPPLIES FOR
COMMUNITIES
AND INDUSTRIES
Areas in the basin capable of providing large
water supplies are sh~vn on plate D. The only
source from which supplies of lO0 gpm (0.14 mgd) or
more can generally be obtained are the major
streams and the stratified-drlft aquifers. These
sources are closely re]ated~ as the major streams
are bordered by stratified drift in many places.
The ground-water runoffs which sustains streamf]~v
during dry weather~ comes largely from bordering
stratified drifts and the yields of large-capaclty
wells in stratlfied-drift aquifers may be sustained
or augmented by induced recharge from streams.

FROM STREAMS,
LAKES, AND RESERVOIRS

Streamflows equaled or exceeded 90 percent of
the time are shown on plate D as an index of surfacewater availability from unregulated streams. These
values of streamflow are first approximations of
the average yields available from low run-of-theriver impoundment dam% as only small amounts of
surface storage or supplemental ground-water supply
would be needed to maintain these amounts continuously in most years. The volume of usable storage
in lakes and ponds is also shown on plate D. Thu%
it shows the general distribution and magnitude of
surface-water reservoirs in the UHRBA. However~
development of a particular stream as a source of
water supply or for waste dilution may entail more
detailed computation of such streamflow characteristics as flow duration~ low-flow frequency~ and
storage-required frequency at the site of {nterest~
as outlined in the section "Water in streams and
lakes." The yields available from lakes~ ponds~
and reservoirs are summ~rized in table 8.
If demand for water is a small part of streamflow during low flow~ development of a water supply
may require only a small impoundment dam and car=
responding intake facilities, However~ if the
demand is a large proportion of l~v flow~ sizeable
storage reservoirs may be required. Identification
and evaluation of individual sites for suitability
for dam construction involves consideratlons of
engineering geology~ land values~ and ecological
considerations beyond the scope of this report.

II

FROM STRATIFIED’DRIFT AQUIFERS
Eight areas within the basin underlain by
stratified drift (shown on plate D and llsted in
table 26) are capable of yielding large amounts of
grobnd water, The methods used to determine these
long-term yle]ds are detailed in a previous section
titled "Aquifers,"

SMALL SUPPLIES FOR
HOMES AND SHOPS
Water adequate in quantity for the average
home or small business can be obtained from wells
almost an~vhere in the ba~in. Most wells are drilled
into the bedrock~ but in Ic~vland areas stratified
drift may be more accessible to shallow dug or
driven wells. Naturally occurring ground water is
satisfactory in quality for domestic and co~erclal
use without treatment except in scattered localltie%
where it contains excessive concentrations of iron
and manganese or is excessively hard. Areas where
iron and manganese~ or hardness~ are likely to
cause problems are described in the section on
ground-water quality.

WATER
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT
The value of a water supply depends upon both
its quantity and quallty~ and the importance of
these two factors is in turn dependent upon its
intended use. The requirements of agriculture~
industry~ and public supply differ conslderably~
so that valid appraisal of the quality of water in
the basin must take into consideration the specific
needs of the contemplated development, in most
instances~ natural and sllghtly contaminated waters
can be treated for a specific use if necessary,
Such treatment increases costs.and often is a key
factor in deciding whether to proceed with development in a particular area.
In Connecticut~ water intended for public
supply must meet State quality standards, The
Public Health Service drinking water standards
(]962) originalIy developed for interstate carriers
and others subject to Federal quarantine regulations~ are widely accepted by public water suppliers
throughout the country as well as the State of Connecticut, Chemical analyses of "raw" or untreated
water samples from public supplies having surface
sources~ sh~ved iron and manganese occasionally in
excess of the recommended limits, (See table 25,)
However~ high concentrations of these constituents
can be reduced either by dilution wlth water of
better quality or by treatment that removes most
of the objectionable ions,
Hard ground water is of concern to public
water suppliers in at least two areas of the basin.
The North Canaan Water Company~ at its well field
south of the Blackberry River in North Canaan~ has
three wells (NOC 17~ NOC 22 and NOC 29) that have
yielded water with hardness in the 200-300 mg/l
range. This water is diluted with softer surface
water to provide a more acceptable product. In the

southern part of the basin~ the t~vn of Bethel has
been advised against further development of the
stnatlfied-drlft aquifer for public supply because
of the excessive hardness of the water from the
~ap]e Avenue and Grassy Plain wells. Samples of
water from these wells sh~ved maximum hardness of
240 mg/l and 348 mg/l~ respectively (Cohn Englneers~
Table 27 lists the water-quality limitations
for some industrial uses. Many industrial requirements are much stricter than those for drinking
water. In many industries water Is routlnely
treated to insure its suitability for a specific
process. ]n contrast~ water may be acceptable for
some usesj such as cooling and cleaning without
treatment. Adequate treatment can make water of
almost any quality suitable for almost any usel
the prime consideration is cost. Industrial developers must~ therefore~ balance the improved quality
of treated water against the added costs.
In the upper Housatonlc River basin, much of
the natural water is suited to a wide variety of
uses with little or no treatment. The natural constituents and the property most likely to be trouble-

In some parts of the basin, notably the Still
River area~ industrial and domestic wastes have
rendered the water unfit for public supply~ recreatlon, and many Industrial uses. However~ as ~ndlcared previously~ State Public Act 57 (Connecticut
General Assembly, 1967) is a~med at abatement of
such contaminated conditions and a general upgrading of the wate~qays.

CONSEQUENCES OF DEVELOPMENT
Development of any water supply affects to some
extent the availability of water in the vlcin{ty.
If large amounts are withdrawn, the effects are more
likely to extend to remote parts of the basin.
Although the precise consequences can rarely be
predicted, in the report area the principal effects
are altered streamflow patterns~ lowered groundwater levels, degraded water quality, or a combination of these. Withdrawal of water from a stream
naturally reduces its fl~q unless equal quantities
are returned. Impounding stream water behind a dam
may result in more uniform flow downstream if such
an |mpoundment reduces peak f]o~ or increases low
flows. On the other hand~ flow downstream from a
dam may be ernat{c if water is not released contlnuously.
Induced infiltration from streams reduces their
f]ow by the amount of water that has |nfiltrated.
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The effects are particularly striking when natural
streamfl~ is near the 90-percent fl~v-durat{on
value. At such times some reaches may become completely dry. The precise changes in fl~v pattern
cannot be predicted because they depend largely
upon the location and timing of water disposal.
However~ unless water is exported beyond the watershed of the developed areaj most of it will eventual]~ return to the stream or 9round-water reservoir
and thus become available for reuse d~,mbasln.
Ground-water levels are lowered in the vicinlty
of a pumping well. Kn~ving the transmissivlty and
storage characteristics of the aquifer and the hydrologic boundaries, it is possible to predict the
amount of water-level decline at any point for any
given pumping rate for any elapsed tlme of continuous pumping.
Development invariably results in a change in
the quality of water after use-=usually a deterioration. The type of change and its magnitude depend
on the use to which the water is put and the treatment it receives before being returned to the system.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT-ITS EFFECT
AVAILABILITY OF WATER
ccunate measurements and complete records of
past hydrologic events cannot portray the effects
of subsequent man-made changes. The reader who
wishes to evaluate the quantity and quality of
water available at any site should consider whether
any major development has taken place nearby or
upbasin from his site of interest since I~68~ the
year when active collection of data for this report
ended. Have any industrlal~ munlclpal~ or agricultural users begun major withdrawals from the
stream or adjacent stratified drift? If withdrawals are returned to the streams~ how has the quality
been changed? Have any important water-regulating
structures been erected upstream? If the water is
belng diverted elsewher% how much is being taken
and when? Are there any new major well fields or
waste-disposal facilities nearby? Are there any
new waste=treatment plants upstream? Have any
other new stresses~ natural or man-made, affected
the hydrologic system in the basin? Conversely~
will construction and use of o new water supply at
any site of interest to the reader adversely affect
the hydrologic system or related parts of the
environment in the area?
Careful consideration of questlons such as
these should facilitate local modification and
dating of this report~ so that its usefulness may
be prolonged. The effects of future development
can be measured by continued operation of gaging
stations on representative streams, measurements
of water levels in key observation wells~ and
monitoring of chemical~ physical~ and bacterlological quality of water. Such measurements
would also permit a thorough reappnalsal of the
water resources of the report area should it
become necessary in the future.
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ABBREVIATIONS
p.

page(s)

pl.

plates(s)

°C

degree(s) Celsius (Centigrade)

°F

degree(s) Fahrenheit

mm

millimeter(s)

in.

inch(as)

ft

foot (feet)

ml

mile(s)

sq ft

-

square foot (feet)

sq mi

square mile(s)

mcf

million cubic foot (feet)

mg

million gallon(s)

mgd

ml]]ion gallon(s) per day

cfs

cubic foot (feet) per second

gpm

gallon(s) per m~nute

gpd

gallon(s) per day

mg/l

milllgram(s) per liter

ms]

mean sea level

EQUIVALENTS
cfs = 646~3|7 gpd = 0.646317 mgd
mgd = 694 gpm = 1.547 cfs
cfs per sq ml = 13.57 in. of runoff per year
mgd per sq ml = 21.0 in. of runoff per year
in. of water upon l sq ml = 17.4 mg = 2.32 mcf
mm = 0.001 meter = 0.04
mg/] = I part per million (ppm) for solutions with densities
about 1.000
Hydraullc conductivity (ft/day) = 0.134 multiplied by the
coefficient of permeability (gal/day/ft2)
Transmisslvlty (ft2/day) = 0.134 multiplied by the coefficient
of transmisslblllty (gal/day/ft)

GLOSSARY
Acid: A substance containing hydrogen~ which dissociates to yield excess hydrogen ions when dissolved in water. Acid solutlons can dissolve
many metals.
Alluvium: Sediment composed of various proportions
of gravels sands sllt~ clay~ and organic matter
deposited by streams.
Annual flood: The highest peak discharge in a
water year.
Base: A substance containing hydrogen and oxygen~
which dissociates to form hydroxide ions when
dissolved in water. Basic solutions neutralize
acidic solutions.
Bedrock: The solid rock~ commonly called "ledg%"
that forms the earth’s crust. In the report
area~ it is locally exposed at the surface but
more commonly is buried beneath a few inches to
as much as 200 feet of unconsolidated deposits.

Color unit: A standard of color of water determined
by the platinum-cobalt method of measuring~ with
the unit being that produced by l mg/l of platinum
in water. Results are conventionally expressed
as units of color and not as mg/l.
Contlnuous-record gaging station: A site on a
stream at which continuous measurements of stream
stage are made by automatic equipment or made
manually at least once a day. These records are
converted to daily flmq after calibration by flow
Cone of depression: The depression produced in the
water table by the withdrawal of water from an
aquifer; in cross sectlon~ shaped like an inverted
cone with its apex at the pumping well.
Crystalline bedrock: Any metamorphic or igneous
bedrock composed of closely Interlocking minerals.

Buildup: The raising of the water level or the
equivalent increase in the pressure of the water
in a well. The opposite of drawdown.

Cubic feet per second (cfs): A unit expressing rate
of discharge, One cubic foot per second is equal
to the discharge of a stream l foot wide and l
foot deep flo~ing at an average velocity of l foot
per second.

Calclte: A common mineral composed of calcium
carbonate (CaC03)~ which is the principal constituent of limestone and marble.

Direct runoff: Water that moves over the lend surface directly to streams or lakes shortly after
rainfa|l or sno~m~elt.

Calc-slllcate rock: A rock with conspicuous calcium
and/or magnesium silicate minerals.

Discharge: The rate of flow of water from a plpes
an aquifer~ a lakes or a drainage basin~ in
terms of volume per unit of time.

Carbonate: A compound containing the radical C03-’.
Carbonate bedrock: Bedrock composed primarily of
calcium and magnesium carbonate minerals.
Carbonate hardness: A measure of the amount of
alkaline-earth cations effectively balanced by
carbonate (and bicarbonate) anions.
Chemical quality of water: The quantity and kinds
of material in suspension or solution and the
resulting water properties.
Climatic year: A continuous 12-month period~ April
l through Hatch 31~ during which a complete
annual streamflc~v cycle takes place from high
flow to low and back to high flow. It is designated by the calendar year in which it begins~
and that includes 9 of its 12 months.
Coefficient of permeabillty: The rate of fl~q of
water~ in gallons per day~ through a cross
sectional area of 1 sq ft of a saturated material
under a hydraullc gradient of I foot per foot at
a temperature of 16°C. Replaced by the U.S.
Geological Survey with a new term--hydraullc conductivity (in this Glossary). Als% see equivalent values in preceding section.
Coefficient of transmlssibllity: The rate of flo~
of water at the prevailing water temperature~ in
gallons per day~ through a vertical strip of an
aquifer l foot wide extending the full thickness
of the aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of
I foot per foot, It is the product of the field
coefficient of permeability and saturated thickness of an aquifer. Replaced by the U.S. Geological Survey with a new term--transmissivity (in
this Glossary), AIs% see equivalent values in
preceding section.
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Dissolved solids: The residue from a clear sample
of water after evaporation and drying for one
hour at ]80°C; consist primarily of dissolved
mineral constltuents~ but may also contain
organic matter and water of crystallization.
Draft~ from a reservoir: A rate of regulated flow
at which water is withdrawn from a reservoir.
Drawdown: The ]owering of the water level or the
reduction in the pressure of the water in a well
caused by the withdrawal of water,
Epillmnion: The top layer of water in a stratified
lake~ pond~ or reservoir; it is between the surface and the thermocIine.
Equivalent weight: The number of parts (by weight)
of a substance that combines wlth~ or is otherwise
chemically equivalent to~ 8.0 parts (by weight)
of oxygen.
Evapotransplratlon: Discharge of water to the
atmosphere by direct evaporation from water surfaces or moist sell and by transpiration from
plants.
Ferric iron: An oxidized or high-valence form of
iron (Fe+3) havin9 a ]~q solubility in water
solutions, Formed from ferrous iron that combines wlth oxygen when water containing ferrous
ions is exposed to air.
Flood: Any high streamflow overtopping the natural
or artificial banks in any reach of a stream.

Flow duration~ of a stream: The percentage of time
during which specified dally discharges were
equaled or exceeded in a given period, The
sequence of daily flows is not chronological.

change ~n head over unlt length of flow path,
In previous reports of th~s serie% hydraulic
conductivity is expressed as coefficient of
permeability

Fracture: A break or opening in bedrock along
which water may move.

gallons
K = day ftz it/it

it3
day ft2 it/it = it/day.

Gaging station: A site on a stream> lake~ or
reservoir for systematic observations of gage
height or discharge.

Hydraulic gradient: The change in static head per
unit of distance In a given direction. If not
speclfled~ the direction is generally understood
to be that of the maximum rate of decrease in
head.

Gneiss: A coarse-grained crystalline rock with
alternating bands of granular and micaceous
minerals.

Hydrograph: A graph showing stage (helght)~ fl~%
veloclty~ or other 9roperty of water with respect
to time.

Ground water: Water in the saturated zone.

Hypollmnlon: The bottom layer of water in a
stratified lake) pond~ or reservoir; it is
beneath the thermocline.

Ground-water discharge: The discharge of water from
the saturated zone by I) natural processes such
as ground-water runoff and ground-water evapotranspiration and 2) discharge through wells and
other m~n-made structures,
Ground-water divide: A line on a water table on
each side of which the water table slopes downward in a direction away from the line, In the
vertical dimenslon~ a plane across whlch there
is no ground-water flow.
Ground-water evapotranspiration: Ground water discharged into the atmosphere in the gaseous state
either by direct evaporation or by the transpiration of plants.
Ground-water outfI~: The sum of ground-water runoff and underflow; all natural ground-water dlscharge from a drainage area exclusive of groundwater evapotranspiration.
Ground-water recharge: The amount of water that is
added to the saturated zone.
Ground-water runoff: Ground water that has discharged into stream channels by seepage from
saturated earth materials.
Hardness~ of water: The property of water generally
attrlbutable to salts of the alkaline earths,
Hardness has soap-consuming and encrusting properties and is expressed as the concentration of
calcium carbonate (CaC03) that would be required
to produce the observed effect.
Head~ static: The height of the surface of a water
column above a standard datum that can be supported
by the static pressure at a given point,
Hydraulic boundary: A physical feature that limits
the areal extent of an aquifer. The two types
of boundaries are termed impermeable-barrier
boundaries and IIne-sourca boundaries.
Hydraulic conductivity (K): A measure of the ability of a porous medium to transmit a fluid, The
materlal has a hydraulic conductivity of unit
length per unit time if it will transmit in unit
time a unlt volume of water at the prevailing
kinematic viscosity through a cross section of
unlt area~ measured at right angles to the direction of flow~ under a hydraulic gradient~ of unit

Image well: An imaginary well so placed with
respect to a real well and hydrologic boundary
that by discharging or recharging it produces a
ground-water divide or condition of no drawd~vn
along the boundary position.
Impermeable-barrier boundary: The contact between
an aquifer and adjacent impermeable material that
limits the areal extent of the aquifer, For
example; the termination of permeable valley-fill
deposits of sand and gravel against the bedrock
valley walls. Its significant hydraulic feature
is that ideally no ground water flows across it.
inches of water: Water volume expressed as the
depth~ In |nches~ to which it would accumulate
if spread evenly over a particular area.
Induced infiltration: The process by which water
infiltrates an aquifer from an adjacent surfacewater body in response to pumping,
Induced recharge: The amount of water entering an
aquifer from an adjacent surface-water body by
the process of induced infiltration,
Isopleth: Line on a map connecting points at which
a given variable has a specified constant value,
Kinematic viscosity: The ratio of the viscosity
of a fluid to its density.
Line-source boundary: A boundary formed by a
surface-water body that is hydraulically connected to an adjacent aquifer. Ideally there is
no drawdown along such a boundary,
Mean (arithmetic): The sum of the indlvfdual
values of a set~ divided by the number of values
in the set; popularly called the "average,"
Median: The central value when values in a set
are arranged according to rank; it is an average
of position~ whereas the mean is an average of
quantity.
Milligrams per liter (mg/1): A unit for expressing
the concentration of chemical constituents in
solution by weight per unlt volume of water.

Mineral content~ of water: The dissolved inorganic
substance% most of which are derived from the
mlnera|s in rocks. It is generally assumed to be
equlva]ent to the dissolved solids unless substantiaI amounts of nonvolatile organic substances
are present.
Noncarbonate bedrock: Bedrock composed prlmarily of
quartz and sl]icate minerals.
Noncarbonate hardness: A measure of the amount of
alkaline earth cations in excess of available
carbonate (and bicarbonate) anions.
Overburden: All the various unconsolidated materials
that overlie the bedrock.
Partlally-penetratlng well: A well that is not open
to the entire saturated thickness of the aquifer,

Runoff: That part of the precipitation that appears
in streams. It is the same as streamflow unaffected by artificial dlversionss storage~ or other
works of man in or on the stream channels.
Saturated thickness: Thickness of an aquifer be1~v
the water table.
Saturated zone: The subsurface zone in which all
open spaces are filled wlth water. The water
table is the upper limit of this zone and the
water in it is under pressure greater than atmospheric.
Schist: A metamorphic rock with subparal]el orientation of the visible mlcaceous mineral% which
dominate its composition.
Sediment: Fragmental material that origlnates from
weathering of rocks and is transported by~ suspended in~ or deposited by water.

Partial-record gaging station: A slte at which
measurements of stream elevatlon or flow are made
at irregu]ar intervals exceeding a day.

Sewage: Liquid or solid waste commonly carried
off in sewers.

Perennial stream: A stream that flows during all
seasons of the year,

Siliceous: Containing abundant quartz or silica.

pH: The negative logarithm of the hydrogen-lon
concentrations. Ordinarily a pH value of 7.0
indicates that the water Is at its neutral point;
values lower than 7.0 denote acldlty, those above
7.0 denote alkalinity.
Pollution: "Harmful thermal effect or the contamination or rendering unclean or impure of any waters
of the State by reason of any wastes or other
material discharged or deposited therein by any
public or private sewer or otherwise so as directly
or indirectly to come in contact with any waters"
(Connecticut General AssembIy~ Public Act No. 57~

1967).
Porosity: The property of a rock or unconsolidated
material of containing Voids or open spaces; it may
be expressed quantitatively as the ratio of the
volume of its open spaces to its total volume.

Specific capacftys of a well: The rate of discharge
of water divided by the corresponding drawdown
of the water level in the well (gpm/ft).
Specific conductanc% of water: A measure of the
ability of water to conduct an electric currents
expressed in mlcrcmhos per centimeter at 25°C.
It is related to the dissolved-solids content
and serves as an approximate measure thereof.
Specific yield: The ratio of the volume of water
which, after being saturated, a rock or soil
will yield by gravity, to its own volume.
Stratified drift: A predomlnantIy sorted sediment
laid down by or in me}twater from a glacier;
includes sand and gravel and minor amounts of
silt and clay arranged in layers.
Streamflow: The discharge that occurs in a natural
channel without regard to the effect of diversion
or regulation.

Precipitation: The discharge of water~ in a ]iquld
or so]id states from the atmosphere,
Quartz: A mineral (Si02). A common constituent of
many rock types.
Recurrence interval: The average interval of time
between extremes of streamf1~% such as floods
or droughts, that will at least equal in severity
a particular extreme value over a period of many
years. ~ a related term, refers to the
average number of such extremes during the same
period. The date of a drought or flood of a
given magnitude cannot be predicted~ but the probable number of such events during a reasonably
long period of tlme may be estimated within
reasonable limits of accuracy,
Reference period: A period of tlme chosen so that
comparable data may be collected or computed for
that period. Streamflow data In this report are
based on cIimatlc years 1930 to 1959 or water
years 1931 to 1960.
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Thermal stratification: The forming of layers of
water with different temperatures in most deep
open-water bodies,
Thermocline: The middle zone in a stratified lak%
ponds or reservoir between the epi]imnion and the
hypollmn~on in which the change in temFerature
wlth depth exceeds 1°0 per meter,
Till: A predominantly nonsorteds nonstratlfled
sediment deposited dlrectly by a glacier and
composed of bou|ders~ gravels sand~ silt~ and clay
mixed in various proportions.
Transmissivlty: The rate at which water of the
prevailing kinematic viscosity is transmitted
through a unit wldth of aquifer under a unit
hydraulic gradient, Equal to the average hydraulic conductivity times the saturated thickness.
In previous reports of thls serle% transmissivity is expressed as the coefficient of transmlsslbIlity.

Transpiration: The process whereby plants release
water in vapor form to the atmosphere,
Turbidity~ of water: The extent to which penetration of light is restricted by suspended sedlment~
mlcroorgan~sms~ or other insoluble materla],
Residual or "permanent" turbidity is that caused
by insoluble material that remains in suspension
after e long settling period,
Unconfined aquifer (water-table aquifer): One ~n
which the upper, surface of the saturated zone~
the water table~ is at atmospheric pressure and
is free to rise and fall,
Unconsolidated: Loose~ not firmly cemented or
interlocked~ for examp]e~ sand in contrast to sandUnderfl~v: The downstream flow of water through
the permeable deposits that underlie a stream,

Unsaturated zone: The zone between the water table
and the land surface in which the open spaces
are not all fl]|ed (except temporarl]y) with
water,
Water table: The upper surface of the saturated
Water year: A continuous ]2-month period> October
I through September 30~ during which a complete
streamfl~v cycle takes place from low to hlgh
flow and back to low flow, It is designated by
the calendar year in which it ends~ and that
includes 9 of its 12 months,
Wentworth grade sca]e: A grain-slze classiflcation
system~ based on partlcle diameter; the divisions
of which ere as follows: boulders~ ~ 256 mm;
cobbles~ 256 to 64 mm; pebbles~ 64 to 4 mm; very
fine gravel~ 4 to 2 mm; very coarse sand~ 2 to
l mm; coarse sand~ I to 0.5 mm; medium sand~ 0.5
to 0.2~ mm; flne sand~ 0.25 to 0.12~ mm; very
flne sand~ 0.125 mm to 0.063 mm; silts 0.063 to
0.004 mm; clays ~ 0.004 mm. This grade scale
is used for sediment descriptions in this report.
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